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Significant Loose Stamps & Stamps on Mail
LOT# A11_1001

STARTING PRICE : $6000

Jerusalem I RARITY: 1 Piastre Palestine stamp with 15:14 perforation & setting I overprint (as Kaufman type 17), in
deep indigo violet (Ba #21a), MNH with full original gum - Bale unpriced as such (and only 5 used copies known to him).
Included in the images is a comparison to a setting II example in indigo (as Kaufmann type 19). Tests negative under UV ultraviolet
light.
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LOT# A11_1002

STARTING PRICE : $2000

Jerusalem I RARITY: postally used 1 Piastre Palestine stamp with 15:14 perforation & setting I overprint (raised
dashes, as Kaufman type 17 & 19), Ba #21a; only 5 used copies known to Bale & valued such at $1000 in 2010 - much
undercatalogued (another sold for $3800 in 2019). Tests negative under UV ultraviolet light.
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LOT# A11_1003

STARTING PRICE : $120

Jerusalem I + overprint discovery: horizontal pair 4 mils Palestine stamps, with 'broken 4' plate variety (Ba #19d) on top left
of left stamp & undocumented dot/blob above the Arabic overprint near edge - similar to 'apostrophe above Arabic N' but this
documented only for position 237 / Type 9 (with 'closed 4' plate variety); MNH

LOT# A11_1004

STARTING PRICE : $160

Jerusalem II + 14:14 perforation: 4 mils Palestine stamp in scarlet (Ba #40), postally used. Scarcer used than mint.

LOT# A11_1005

STARTING PRICE : $300

Jerusalem II + 14:14 perforation: 5 piastre Palestine stamp in plum-purple (Ba #43), MH with original gum intact.
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LOT# A11_1006

STARTING PRICE : $240

Palestine Mandate revenue stamps: rare 50 piastre 6th series OPDA-EEF revenue stamp with gold overprint (Ba
#R.OP75) as part of 100pt franking affixed to signed and fingerprinted Arabic document, together with horizontal pair of
perforated 25pt 6th series Hedjaz Jordan Zone revenue stamps with silver overprint (Ba #R.HJ48), all signature-cancelled.
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LOT# A11_1007

STARTING PRICE : $160

The Pictorials series SPECIMENS: Ba #S.104-108 set of 5x low denomination pictorials (4m, 7m, 8m, 13m, 15m) on
vertically ribbed paper with word SPECIMEN perforated vertically across the field; MNH

LOT# A11_1008

STARTING PRICE : $2000

The Pictorials series high denomination SPECIMENS: unlisted set of 3x 250 mils, 500 mils & £1 stamps (Ba #109-111) on
woven paper hand-stamped SPECIMEN diagonally in purple ; MNH. Circa. 1 September 1941 per first ever order for these
denominations (#1518/1 as listed in the Crown Agents Requisition books), with notation requesting specimens for the General Post
Office; these entered use in Jan. 1942. Bale lists a set of these as SPECIMEN stamps with the word perforated horizontally across
the field (#S.109-111) - but not this type.
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LOT# A11_1009

STARTING PRICE : $200

Thin semi-transparent vertically ribbed 8 mils Mandate pictorial stamp (Ba #106e) tied 13 April 1933 postmarked surface mailed
picture postcard (Jerusalem - General View & Mount of Olives) sent from JERUSALEM to HANAU Germany & tied by single strike of the head post
office postmark. Here the date of use predates Dorfman's date of July-August 1934 for this issue, which he associates with a certain order of Crown
Agents Requisition Books, and this special production may originate instead with the earlier April 1932 order which was for the new color schemes
of the 7m and 8m stamps (although this cataloger has demonstrated that the compilation of the requisition books is incomplete and missing at least
40% of the Mandate's stamp orders). Ben-Arieh certificate enclosed.

LOT# A11_1010

STARTING PRICE : $800

Discovery: undocumented rare 15m stamp in dark gray (Ba #108c) on vertically ribbed paper, serving as surface letter postage tied to
Aug 1938 machine cancelled Baghdad overland type surface mail cover on imprinted business postal stationary, sent from JERUSALEM to
TEHRAN; backstamped 17 Aug BAGHDAD transit & 21 Aug arrival; cut open at top, tear to backflap not affecting the postmarks.
The 15m pictoral in dark gray is only documented by Bale as being on woven paper and generally seen used in the period 1945-46 - priced (2010)
at $550 on a cover. Here the ink bears a powdery shiney appearance as of metallic ink (for which ground up metal is used). Ben-Arieh certificate
enclosed.
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LOT# A11_1011

STARTING PRICE : $1800

Doar Ivri 10x11 perforated tabbed 20m stamp on late fee paid KLM 1st day airmail: Monday 14 June 1948 postmarked air mail cover
sent from TEL AVIV to company in AMSTERDAM, initially franked 28 mils - likely an erronious calculation by the sender of 25m for the 35m base
letter rate to the Netherlands + 3m for the 2m late fee for the late submission of the cover prior to the latest dispatch times (there was no airmail
postage rate at this time which was not a number rounded to the nearest 5 or 10 & no stamp denomination lower than "3" until 1960
) - using rare
Ba #5d + 5m & 3m rouletted stamps; tied by 2x strikes of the head post office postmark (which was the only post office in Tel Aviv where a late fee
could be paid).
Evidentally upon presenting the cover the short-payment of the letter postage was noticed, and the cover was withdrawn; the sender may not
have had the money available that day and so returned the next day with an additional 15m tabbed stamp which was then cancelled at the
head post office (at a different public counter - note the difference in the postmark to the others); the total postage came to 43m for the intended
35m + 2m (with 6m overpaid).
In theory this cover was posted "in time" prior to Air France's 2nd ever flight on Thursday 17 June, but as this cataloger has observed airmail abroad
in this period (through to Jan. 1949 at least) was dispatched abroad several days, even 10 days, after being postmarked - here more likely &
logically the cover was carried by KLM's first flight on Wednesday the 23rd , announced in the press already on the 16th. Czechoslovakian
airways (CSA) flew weekly on Mondays - but this seems unlikely here as KLM's service was announced the week before that next CSA flight. Cut
open at right. A rare combination of #5d on a commercial cover + late fee + 1st flight mail.
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LOT# A11_1012

STARTING PRICE : $80

Doar Ivri official publicity leaflet, with cyclometric number 2989 (only 4000 produced); on ungummed glazed white paper
as issued. These 'black sheets' were produced by the Ministry of Communications and distributed primarily to the press corps in
order to publicize the country's new stamps.

LOT# A11_1013

STARTING PRICE : $60

Doar Ivri block of 4x 50 mils stamps with 10:11 perforation (Ba #6d), MNH
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LOT# A11_1014

STARTING PRICE : $100

Jewish National Fund (JNF) Poland office stamp booklet of 1933 issue Menachem Ussishkin 70th birthday, surcharged 3
mils; 2x 6pc rouletted panes inside (12pc total), MNH; Roch #Po132b
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Postal History of Ottoman Holyland to 1920 EEF-OETA
LOT# A11_1015

STARTING PRICE : $3500

Taxed French post office Holyland mail + discovery: 27 Aug 1906 postmarked picture postcard (Jerusalem - Mosque of
Omar; Hermann Striemann) with 25 Aug. dated message numbering 5 words, sent from JERUSALEM to DRESDEN Germany &
franked 5c for the printed matter rate (as bearing 5 words or less); likely deposited into a letter box and subsequently
postmarked - but also marked for postage dues with triangular French T taxe mark , as the post office determined that the
rate which should have been paid was 10c for an overseas postcardrather than 5c as printed matter & manuscript wrote "10"
in large green crayon on the back as the tax for twice the deficient 5c postage.
Here a very rare instance of mail taxed in the Holyland + first recorded instance of the taxe mark used in Jerusalem;
Steichele only records such triangular T taxe marks for Jaffa and Haifa - none for Jerusalem (see enclosed image with taxe marks of
Jerusalem, Jaffa, Haifa and Beirut). Observed 5c franked postcards sent abroad through the French post office (in Jerusalem and
elsewhere in Palestine) show that these were almost always endorsed "imprime" (printed matter) - here not endorsed as such &
likely the reason why it was taxed.
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LOT# A11_1016

STARTING PRICE : $800

Holyland Palestine Austrian Post domestic taxed mail: 20 May 1914 postmarked printed matter cover on imprinted postal
stationary of the Social Democratic Workers Party ('Poalei Zion'), sent from JAFFA to JERUSALEM; endorsed with red handstamp as
"printed matter" but posted unfranked (likely entered that way into a letter box and postmarked later, rather than refused upon
presentation at the public counter); the Jaffa post office tied the field of the cover with one strike of its postmark, tied the front
with a "T" taxe mark & applied the calculated postage dues in manuscript on the front - double the deficient postage, here 2
Piastre rather than 20 Para because the cover was not unsealed per Universal Postal Union (UPU) printed matter regulations; the
JERUSALEM post office subsequently tied the front & back of the cover with its arrival postmark, dated 21 May & the tax paid on
arrival; slit open at top and left, manuscript calculations on back.
Rare mail as domestic postage dues. The Austrian post office granted free mail to Jewish colonies within the district of a post
office - but for transmission beyond that district full postage had to be paid.
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LOT# A11_1017

STARTING PRICE : $100

Full strike of Ottoman NASRE (Nazareth) postmark in blue (Ba #808b), dated 3 Oct 1913 & tied to 20 Para imprinted
prepaid Ottoman postal card (Ba #726) with same-day dated message in French, sent to ZURICH; backstamped withfaint
CAIFFA transit postmark in black (Ba #791) - Bale unlisted in black for "Chaiffa".

LOT# A11_1018

STARTING PRICE : $100

The octogonal British army censor mark CM7 in use with the Egyptian Expeditionary Force , numbered #797 (Daniel assigned to 10th
Irish Division) & tied to 30 April 1918 postmarked stampless & officer endorsed (On Active Service OAS) cover, sent from Army Post OfficeAPO SZ
18 (Palestine Lines of Communication - RAMLE) to LONDON & tied by single strike of 2-datelined skeleton postmark Proud D3; cut open at top. The
octogonal censor marks are rare on military mail of this period & F.W.Daniel suggests that these may have been used by combat units while
the more ubiquitous triangular marks were used by supporting units.
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LOT# A11_1019

STARTING PRICE : $200

Rare combination: name-imprinted newspaper wrapper of The Palestine News (forerunner of the Hebrew Palestine "Haaretz" newspaper),
sent from CAIRO to subscriber in TANTA & franked as printed matter using British stamp ½d & tied by Army Post Office APO postmark (unclear but
not SZ10 of Cairo); addressee determined to be unknown & backstamped trilingual "unclaimed" Egyptian civilian post office instructional
handstamp + English manuscript. The Palestine News began in April 1918 in Jerusalem but owing to financial difficulties it moved to Cairo in May here a rare combination of British postage (rare rate) on Egyptian civilian mail via the army postal service.

LOT# A11_1020

STARTING PRICE : $300

Rare voucher of the New Immigrants' Station at Jaffa Port 1920: paper chit stamped in Hebrew "Tachanat HaOlim | Hof Yaffo" (Jaffa Beach),
dated 5 May 1920 & with manuscript markings "III" (likely for the 3rd boat of that day, for "1 person"; counter marked "without money" (eg. the
token represents value and no payment in cash is necessary), and is signed "Rudnik"; staple holes - possibly affixed to arrival documents.Chaim
Rudnick (also spelled "Ridnick"; d.1943) was an immigration clerk and representative of "Palestine Office" of the World Zionist Movement at Jaffa
port, receiving new immigrants since 1909; by March 1919 he was appointed by the Zionist Commission to be responsible for the reception of all
new Jewish immigrants, and into 1921 he is documented managing the Olim Station (alone).
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Postal History of the Palestine Mandate
LOT# A11_1021

STARTING PRICE : $300

Travelling post offices - unlisted KANTARA-HAIFA TPO NORTH transit postmark dated 29 Dec 1922 tied to back of 28 Dec 1922 postmarked
cover on sent from PETAH TIKVA to HAIFA & franked on back 5m per period domestic letter postage rate, tied by 1x strike of PETAH TIKVAH (Dorf
#D2) postmark + next day LUDD JUNCTION transit (Dorf #10 rated F+) transit & same day arrival; cut open at right. Docketed reply date of 30
Dec. Here the TPO postmark measures 28/30mm between the inner/outer perimeter of the ring, being larger than Dorfman #18 measuring
29mm.

LOT# A11_1022

STARTING PRICE : $360

Travelling post offices - unlisted KANTARA-HAIFA TPO SOUTH transit postmark dated 13 Feb 1923 tied to back of 12 Feb 1923 postmarked
cover on imprinted business postal stationary sent from HAIFA to Colony PETACH TIKVA via LUDD JUNCTION & franked on back 5m per period
domestic letter postage rate, tied by 3x strikes of head post office postmark + next day LUDD JUNCTION transit (Dorf #10 rated F+) transit & 14
Feb arrival (Dorf #D3); slit open at top. Here the TPO postmark measures 28/30mm between the inner/outer perimeter of the ring, being larger
than Dorfman #19 measuring 29mm + the engraved outer letters, especially for HAIFA end near the side of the dateline (which is 12mm below
the border, measured between the top of the month letters).
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LOT# A11_1023

STARTING PRICE : $240

Travelling post offices - unlisted RAFA-HAIFA TPO as dispatch postmark, dated 7 March 1933 & tied to 5m frank serving
as 4m postcard rate affixed to domestic postal card sent to TEL AVIV (return addressed REHOVOT): here thepostmark measures
25mm between the inner lines of the ring, being larger than Dorfman #27 or Proud D6 - both at 24½mm. Here a rare instance
of a TPO postmark serving as a dispatch rather than transit mark - the sender posted the card on the train or at the station.

LOT# A11_1024

STARTING PRICE : $240

Travelling post offices - unlisted KANTARA-HAIFA TPO SOUTH transit postmark dated 17 March 1923 tied to back of 16 March 1923
postmarked registered overseas cover sent from JERUSALEM to BUENOS AIRES & franked 26m (13m overseas letter + 13m registry fee), tied by 2x
strikes of REGISTERED JERUSALEM oval postmark on front + 1x on back; backstamped 15 June arrival; slit open at top, vertically folded. Herethe
TPO postmark measures 28/30mm between the inner/outer perimeter of the ring, being larger than Dorfman #19 measuring 29mm + the
engraved outer letters, especially for HAIFA end just above the side of the dateline (which is 12mm below the border, measured between the top
of the month letters).
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LOT# A11_1025

STARTING PRICE : $160

Travelling post offices - HAIFA-KANTARA TPO SOUTH (Dorf #22) as dispatch postmark on overseas printed matter picture
postcard (Flour Mills of Haifa), dated 30 Sept 1926 & tied 3x to 3m franking serving as overseas printed matter rate postage, sent
to LISBON. A rare combination of rate & TPO postmark serving as a dispatch rather than transit mark - the sender posted
the card on the train or at the station. The printed matter rate was effected by virtue of the message containing 5 words or less.

LOT# A11_1026

STARTING PRICE : $300

Undocumented JERUSALEM single circle arrival postmark (3-letter month, 24mm diameter, round bottom J and U; C index letter) dated 22
Dec 1937 tied 2x on back of 21 Dec 1937 postmarked express cover sent from HAIFA to JERUSALEM, franked 30m for the 25m express fee + 5m
letter rate & tied by 2x strikes of the HAIFA-EXPRESS postmark + backstamped next day HAIFA-RAFA TPO with "R" [registered] index letter (Dorf
#28); cut open at top. Proud does not list such a Jerusalem postmark & Sacher's #B11 is documented as 25mm diameter with square bottomed
letter J and index letter G (earliest known date of use 17 Dec. 1937).
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LOT# A11_1027

STARTING PRICE : $240

Mandate 1st postage dues: July 1924 postmarked picture postcard (Plaine St-Denis) sent from LA PLAINE SAINT DENIS to
JAFFA, franked 30c & tied by 2x strikes of the local postmark; the cover was short-paid 10c for the period 45c postage rate &
manuscript marked locally for tax, charged as 8 mils postage dues , for twice the deficiency, in JAFFA on 31 July using Ba #D4
single.

LOT# A11_1028

STARTING PRICE : $220

Haifa Bazaar - new earliest known date of use of double ring/Maltese cross postmark (GD-108/Proud D2) as full strike 22
March 1930 arrival backstamp on 14 March 1930 postmarked registered cover on imprinted postal stationary sent from PARIS to
HAIFA, franked 3Fr & backstamped 22 March HAIFA REGISTERED transit-arrival; slit open at bottom. Thecurrent EKD of use is 10
April 1930 - here c.3 weeks earlier.
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LOT# A11_1029

STARTING PRICE : $240

Early postage free mail + Mount Scopus: 30 SEPT 1930 postmarked local JERUSALEM registered commercial cover sent to Hadassah
Hospital (MOUNT SCOPUS) & franked only 15m for the period 13m registry fee - as the sender (per return address) is a clerk at the Posts &
Telegraphs Department and so entitled to postage-free basic mail. The cover was mailed sealed and not marked "printed matter", hence the 2m
overfranking is not for printed matter postage. Here unusual as sent on a standard envelope and not on On His Majesty's Service OHMS or
departmental postal stationary. Opened roughly at back and repaired.

LOT# A11_1030

STARTING PRICE : $160

Mandate airmail to France by Imperial Airlines - interrupted: 24 OCT 1933 postmarked air mail cover sent from TEL AVIV to PARIS &
franked 15m per base letter rate on Imperial Airlines & tied by 3x strikes of the head post office; the cover is not marked by an "X" jusqu'a marking
at BRINDISI (indicating termination of air service and transfer to surface transmission) because here Imperialflew on the route directly to Paris;
backstamped 30 Dec 1933 transit arrival - unusual 2 month transit/delay in transmission likely caused by the Arab General Strike which
began earlier that month and lumbered on into December; prior to 1936 mail was flown from GAZA. Cut open at right.
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LOT# A11_1031

STARTING PRICE : $300

Mandate air mail by Dutch KLM Airlines + late fee: 7 JAN 1934 postmarked airmail cover, sent from TEL AVIV to PARIS &
franked 22m per base letter rate of 20m by KLM to Paris + 2m late fee, cancelled by 3x strikes of the head post office postmark
(late fees could only be paid at the head post office) – this is presently the only known KLM late fee cover; slit open at bottom.

LOT# A11_1032

STARTING PRICE : $120

Ocean liner cover with illustrated handstamp of the 1934 Around the World Cruise of the ship SS Resolute, postmarked 7
Feb 1934 and sent from HAIFA to IRVINGTON USA, franked 15m per period surface mail postage rate to non-UK destination; ex
Arthur Groten collection, sold at Nutmeg Auction's "Via Palestine" sale in 1999.
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LOT# A11_1033

STARTING PRICE : $120

Ocean liner 'Memogram' illustrated cover "from Egypt" of the RMS Empress of Britain's world cruise, postmarked 30 Jan
1935 from HAIFA and addressed to WORCESTER USA, franked 15m per period surface mail postage to non-UK destination; opened
roughly at top, complete; ex Arthur Groten collection, sold at Nutmeg Auction's "Via Palestine" sale in 1999.
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LOT# A11_1034

STARTING PRICE : $600

Mandate 10x heavy weight air mail: 21 Nov 1935 postmarked registered airmail long cover (28.5cm x 12.5cm) sent from
JERUSALEM to business in LONDON & franked 116 mils for 13m base 10g letter weight postage by Imperial Airlines + 13m
registry fee + 9x 10m per 10g additional weight - for a total of 100g weight; tied by 3x strikes of oval REGISTERED
JERUSALEM postmark on front + 2x on back, and 2x wax seals; slit open at top & left. Rare postage rate.
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LOT# A11_1035

STARTING PRICE : $200

Ocean liner illustrated cover of the Hamburg-America Line sent on 18 March 1937 as registered mail from the ship M/S
Milwaukee at HAIFA to STUTTGART, franked with the entire pictorial stamp series of 14 stamps, from 2m to 200m, totalling
443 mils for the 15m surface letter postage + 13m registry fee & tied by multiple strikes of the HAIFA-REGISTERED-3 postmark on
front & back; backstamped 24 March arrival; slit open at top; 30 April(!) dated correspondence on ship letterhead included.
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LOT# A11_1036

STARTING PRICE : $80

Mandate mail abroad with pneumatic mail service: 26 JUNE 1937 airmail cover from HAIFA to PRAGUE, franked 15m for the period air mail
service via Imperial Airlines; backstamped 2 July 9am PRAGUE-1c TELEGRAPH transit & same day PRAGUE-1 10am arrival + 4-digit black
number on front - the marking of the Prague pneumatic postal service (mail transmitted inside capsule-containers, propelled through tubes
by vacuumed air) which serviced this specific #1c station in the city; cut open at left + exhibiting (on the back) the flattened, wrinkled appearance
of mail squashed-folded-bent into the dispatch cartridges. Pneumatic mail (also known as "rohrpost") service required a surcharge when used for
the dispatch of mail, but this service was also used (free of charge) for the delivery of mail from abroad . Unusual type of postal service for
Mandate mail.

LOT# A11_1037

STARTING PRICE : $240

Mandate late pre-All Up airmail rate to UK: 25 Feb. 1938 postmarked air mail cover sent from BNEI BRAK to LONDON & franked 33m at the
triple weight rate via Imperial Airlines (13m base rate for 10g + 2x 10m additional 10g each) -4 days before the start of the unified 10m
"All Up" airmail rate to Great Britain and the Empire - using horizontally ribbed 3m single + vertical pair horizontally ribbed 15m stamps &
tied by 2x strikes of the local postmark; backstamped with slogan cachet advertising 1½d unified airmail rates from the UK to Palestine &
other destinations in the empire - the 2nd stage of the "Empire Air Mail Scheme", launching the same month; slit open at top & folded back
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LOT# A11_1038

STARTING PRICE : $300

1938 Kofer HaYishuv stamps on overseas mail: 2 Oct 1938 postmarked imprinted LOT airmail cover, sent from TEL AVIV to ZGIERZ & franked
20m per the postage rate via Polish LOT Airlines + 1m Kofer HaYishuv voluntary tax label (for the defence of the Jewish community in
Palestine); the franked are cancelled by a single strike of the head post office postmark; backstamped 4 OCT WARSAW transit arrival; slit open at
left, partially torn but not affecting the essense of the cover.A rare instance of 1938-39 use of Kofer HaYishuv labels on mail abroad, especially so
soon after their instroduction in early Aug. of that year.

LOT# A11_1039

STARTING PRICE : $300

Late Fee on Polish LOT Airlines air mail: 27 Oct 1938 postmarked imprinted LOT airmail cover sent from TEL AVIV to LODZ,
franked 22m per base letter rate (20m) + 2m late fee (using a booklet stamp) & tied by 2x strikes of an 8am time-stamped
head post office cancel (late fees could only be paid at the head post office); backstamped 29 Oct. WARSAW transit-arrival; cut
open at left. This is presently the only known LOT late fee cover on their short-lived airmail service (1937-1939).
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LOT# A11_1040

STARTING PRICE : $3000

MAJOR RARITY - Registered letter LATE FEE: 20 Dec 1938 postmarked small Registered Letter postal stationary air mail
cover with imprinted 13m stamp, sent from HAIFA to tiny locale BURES Britain, uprated & franked 43 mils for 13m registry fee +
10m base letter postage rate for "All Up" airmail service to the UK (flat air mail postage rate anywhere within the British Empire) +
20m registered letter Late Fee; tied by 2x strikes of double ring HAIFA REGISTERED postmark (GD #58) on front + 1x on back;
front-stamped 28 Dec. COLCHESTER Registry division transit-arrival. The registered letter late fee is exceedingly rare and
this is only the 2nd one known/documented anywhere (both by this cataloguer). Slit open at right.
The Mandate had no "late fee" instructional marking: the fee is deduced here because this is the small sized Registered Entire
postal envelope (Ba #RE.12-S); the weight tranche was 10g per 10m - eg. 2x sheets of A4 paper, unlikely to have been 6x [folded]
sheets at 30g in such a small cover when larger sizes for the same prepaid registry fee were available; the late fee could only be
paid at the head post office of which the registry division was a part. As per the mail times posted in the Palestine Post on 19 Dec.
the latest posting time for the next overseas dispatch of "All Up" air mail the Britain was 05:45 on the 20th - but as per post
office procedures, as the dispatch time was at or before 07:00 registered mail actually had to be deposited the previous evening
, and for this reason a late fee was paid in order to submit the letter prior to the dispatch time on the 20th ; registered
mail had to be turned in half an hour before that.
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LOT# A11_1041

STARTING PRICE : $80

Air and surface mail from Palestine: 21 Mar 1939 postmarked airmail windowed commercial cover on imprinted business postal stationary,
sent from TEL AVIV & franked 15m (unusual looking stamp with shorn sides caused by poor detachment from sheet when both sides torn apart to
create columns of stamps), tied machine slogan cancel. As per the postage rate paid and thepink jusqu'a bars obliterating the air mail etiquette,
the cover was sent by air to the UK where air transmission ended and the pink roller bars applied (in LONDON): with this route the cover was
carried by Imperial Airways, and at 15m postage the cover was likely addressed to North or South America for which LONDON was the transit
point, from where the cover would then be dispatched by sea. Slit open at top, vertical fold.

LOT# A11_1042

STARTING PRICE : $160

Late pre-WWII Mandate airmail to Germany: 2 Aug 1939 postmarked air mail cover sent from TEL AVIV to BERLIN, franked
15m per period rate & tied by machine cancel; slit open at top. World War II broke out less than a month after this letter was
posted. Of note, the cover is not marked by the 'cross' jusqu'a marking of BRINDISI , Imperial's transit point from which
mail to Germany was normally transmitted by surface transport - possibly a precautionary measure to obfuscate mail routing prior
to the approaching war.
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LOT# A11_1043

STARTING PRICE : $160

Mandate domestic airmail from secondary post office: 7 Aug 1939 postmarked cover sent from AHUZAT SAMUEL town
agency in HAIFA to addressee in TEL AVIV & franked 5m per domestic letter postage rate and tied by 2x strikes of the postmark;
machine backstamped next day 11am arrival; slit open at top.
From 28 Oct. 1938 into the summer of 1940 first-class mail between Tel Aviv and Haifa was carried by air via Palestine Airways, at
no extra charge (much like the period British "All-Up" airmail within the Empire) - here a scarce instance of such mail
originating from outide the Head Post Office.
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LOT# A11_1044

STARTING PRICE : $3000

LEGENDARY - "Small Packet" cover as 26 Nov 1939 postmarked WWII registered AIRMAIL sent from TEL AVIV to RICHMOND (LONDON); endorsed "Imperial"
Airways & bears franking totalling 153 mils + clearly missing stamps, tied by 3x strikes of oval REGISTERED TEL AVIV postmark on front + 2x on back; affixed on lower
front with green customs label PT 539 with French instruction "CUSTOMS - may be opened by the office" + 1x strike on front/back of the #6 inspector ofCUSTOMS and
EXCISE in Palestine; backstamped 27 Nov ER RAMLE transit - rare proving mark, see further in description; on back heavy signs of envelope flap glued shut ,
cover slit open at top + perimeter tears.
This is an extremely rare example of a much publicized & promoted postal service called "small packets", which enabled sending of small merchandise articles,
souvenirs and very basic types of papers at a discounted postage rate albeit with a minimum postage fee; available only as an overseas service per 1929 UPU Convention;
as of 1934 Convention these could be sent by surface or by air . Small Packets were to be submitted unsealed to permit easy customs examination, affixed with a
green customs label, and endorsed "Small Packet" (though as with "air mail" this was not always done); they could be sent as registered mail but were not eligible for
insurance. The surface mail postage rate for Small Packets, as of 1 Jan 1935 (until Sept. 1943) was 6 mils per 50g, with a minimum fee of 30m. The cover
displays the
outward signs of a small packet , including the very careful sealing of the cover by the customs department - evidenced by the top portion of its handstamp now being
covered by the sealed flap after examination.
The special circumstances of the cover are the postage paid, the lack of censorship and the transit mark: the visible postage of 153m is sufficient for the registry fee of
13m & double the period postage rate for Imperial Airways (60m per 10g) - for double weight; the excess of 20m postage paid together with visible signs of missing franks
indicates that a 3rd 60m weight tranche was paid ; the missing stamps likely vertical pair of 20m. The ER RAMLE transit is a proving mark that the cover was
indeed dispatched by air as this airport was used by Imperial on its eastward route to London (most histories imply that only LYDDA was used by Imperial after 1937).
Regarding the cover's transmission by air (rather than surface mail) & the postage paid, this cataloguer suggests the following: per UPU regulations small packets
could be sent by air or surface mail; at this time, in WWII, surface and sea transport was unreliable and this is evident from notices of the Postal service already from Sept.
1939. Based on a local precident set by Israel in 1953, when she began to offer separate postage rates for air and surface transmission of small packets - where the rate
by surface mail was 40 pruta per 50g with a minimum of 185g(148pr), and by air the minimum was set at 5 weight tranches(5x 10g = 50g) - this cataloguer believes
that here too such a method must have been used , such that if the minimum fee by surface was 30m (250g) then by air perhaps 3 mail tranches of 180m for 30g
was the minimum.
Dispatched during World War II this cover uniquely lacks censor marks: it was dispatched during a narrow time period between the 28 Sept. promulgation of the
Palestine "1939 Defence Regulations" which stipulated which types of mail required censorship - small packets were excluded - and the7 Dec. revision of those
regulations, which increased the number of classes of censorable mail from 4 to 11, now including small packets.
32 -- was discontinued on 31 Jan 1940 and reinstated only in Sept. 1943. The
A rare instance of small packet mail, especially during WWII, as this -service
postal service only records its usage for 1946 & 1947; first one seen by this cataloguer.

LOT# A11_1045

STARTING PRICE : $100

Returned WWII era hotel mail: 22 Dec 1939 postmarked airmail cover sent from TEL AVIV to hotel Albergo Impero in ROME Italy, franked
25m per base letter rate by non-British carrier (likely KLM as Ala Littoria operated from Haifa) & tied by 2x strikes of the head post office cancel;
opened & sealed by Palestine censor 70/5733; subsequently received by the hotel & affixed with hotel labels for delivery to the addressee except that she must have returned to Palestine leaving the mail "unclaimed". The addressed was crossed out and the cover marked for return, on
11 Mar. 1940. The censor label was likely restruck by the bxed cachet on return. Slit open at bottom.

LOT# A11_1046

STARTING PRICE : $800

Earliest known WWII British army postal concession in Palestine: 30 Aug 1940 postmarked stampless On Active Service (OAS) cover on Verco embossed postal
stationary of the Royal Artillery, sent from Field Post Office FPO 122 (TULKARM) to SEVENOAKS Britain, tied by single strike of the FPO postmark & boxed censor mark
#1168 with officer's endorsement signature; slit open at top. As per the manuscript docketing dates on the front the letter was apparently dated 29 Aug, and received
on 1 Nov - 2 months transit.
Rare postal history as none of the specialist literature sources (Proud/Benians/Adlerblum/Boyle, even the Palestine Standing Order Book #125 for 1939-1942) provides
a date from which troops in Palestine could send [surface] mail home free of postage & no official mention of the commencement of this concession was published in the
press.
The local press (Palestine Post of 25 & 26 March) reported that a free postage concession would only be granted if the region was deemed an "active theater" and that it
was unlikely that such a concession would be granted to Palestine if not also granted to her neighbors, like Egypt. Per Benians (p.5) the free mail concession began in
Egypt on 1 May 1941. Here, for Palestine, the likely reason was Italy's Western Desert Campaign, her bombing attack on Tel Aviv & invasion of Egypt, during JuneSeptember 1940.
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LOT# A11_1047

STARTING PRICE : $120

WWII early free army postal concession mail + undocumented censor marks: 30 Sept 1940 postmarked stampless [On Active Service
(OAS)] cover sent from Field Post Office FPO 164 (Palestine per Proud, as of 25 Sept) to PETERSFIELD Britain, tied by strike of the FPO postmark +
boxed censor mark #1645; subsequently opened & sealed using red/yellow AFW 3312 EXAMINED BY BASE CENSOR label + tied by tall triangular
EXAMINER 4 censor mark - both undocumented in Sacher, Proud & Benians; Burton Adlerblum ("Palestine Postal History 1939-1940... Military
Perspectives" Part 1 in the Israel Philatelist, Oct. 2004, p.186) mentions that with the opening of (5) British military post offices in Palestine on 4-5
April 1940, Sarafand served as a small Base Army Post Office in this period, and this marking may originate from there; slit open at top. The
earliest observed stampless military cover from Palestine is from 30 August; here one month later + undocumented censor markings.

LOT# A11_1048

STARTING PRICE : $240

WWII the Secret Policeman's Ball - censorship free mail from the censor: 7 Oct 1940 postmarked surface mail cover sent from S. Farrugya
at the Telegraph Censor at the head post office in TEL AVIV to female addressee in MENAI BRIDGE Britain, franked 10m per period postage rate &
tied by single strike of the head post office postmark; backstamped 19 Dec arrival & re-routed to BANGOR - this scarce on surface mail of this
period; slit open at top. A rare example of mail by a censor employee , especially with full return address; rare also as uncensored mail early in
the War. Farrugya is documented as being employed by the Palestine censorship as of Nov. 1939.
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LOT# A11_1049

STARTING PRICE : $80

WWII certified bulk printed matter with permit: 31 Jan 1941 postmarked surface mail printed matter cover on imprinted
business postal stationary, sent from JERUSALEM to NEW YORK CITY & franked 3m per period rate, tied by machine cancel;
backstamped with instructional handstamps of the Jewish Charitable Institutions (Sach #Q27a & Q27b); unsealed per printed
matter regulations. During the War certain institutions and companies were permitted to send bulk mail and printed matter
censor-free, if issued a special permit; about 14 such permits were issued in Jerusalem.
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LOT# A11_1050

STARTING PRICE : $8000

EXTRAORDINARY WWII postal link - ROMANIA (don't they know there's a war on?): 13 MAY 1942 postmarked 12 Lei postal card, with German message dated
11 April sent from Nataly Cremnitzer in BUCHAREST to father Dr. Mayer Ebner in TEL AVIV; tied by local machine cancel & CENZURA EXTERNA censor machine cancel (of
a type used on mail to & from Turkey, Hungary and Germany between Dec. 1941 and March 1943) + numbered circular cachet, likely a Romanian sorting number
handstamp; subsequently censored in Palestine by the T5 censor in TEL AVIV.
The extraordinary element of this postal link is that Romania and Britain declared war on each other 6 months earlier, on 13 Dec. 1941 , with mail to Romania
being suspended - but uniquely among the Axis nations mail service from Romania to Palestine continuing (!) Romania actively perpetrated the Holocaust between
1941-1944. Nevertheless and astoundingly, as late as 5 March 1944 an internal memorandum by the Palestine Censor (Chief Censor's Codified Instruction No. 6A - cited in
Morenweiser et. al. "British Empire Censorship part #3" p.97), referring to communication with persons in enemy territories (part #11) noted that while no mention could
be made of a letter or telegram received from or written toenemy or enemy occupied territory... "Letters from Rumania may, however, be acknowledged so long as the
direct post from that country continues " (an extraordinary policy distinction between enemy nations). The postcard was likely routed via neutral Turkey as other
observed instances of mail from Axis countries although there are no transit marks on the postcard.
Of historical significance the correspondents are daughter and father: Mayer Ebner (Meir Avner, 1872–1955) was a journalist and Zionist leader in Romania; leader of the
Jewish community of his hometown Czernowitz and leader of the Jewish members of the pre-WWII Romanian Parliament; a delegate to the 1st Zionist Congress , who
emigrated to Palestine in late June 1940 and eventually attended the declaration of Israel's independence ceremony on 14 May 1948; by 1945 he was one of 10 surviving
delegates to the 1st Congress, by 1954 one of only 3. In the message on the postcard his daughter writes "I know that you are desperate regarding us ... and waiting for
news ... we write through Lichtheim & Blum." Richard Lichtheim was a German Zionist leader and representative of the Jewish Agency in Geneva; Blum - possibly Josef
Blum - was a representative of the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee in Hungary and Slovakia, who worked with Gisi Fleischman in the rescue of Jews. The
mailing address is confirmed as Ebner's home address. The vertical fold in the postal card and the month long delay between the date of the message and the date of
postal dispatch suggests that the postcard may have been couriered (i.e. from Czernowitz); Nataly emigrated to Israel with her husband in 1950.
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LOT# A11_1051

STARTING PRICE : $80

WWII transatlantic 105m 5g airmail rate applied as a concessionary double rate on a 27 Sept 1942 postmarked air
mail cover from TEL AVIV to SAN FRANCISCO, franked 200m using vertical pair of 100m stamps. The cover was actuallyshortpaid 10m but during the war the short-payment of 5m for each 5g fee was overlooked by the post office and accepted .
Opened and sealed with PC22 label (with Greek Convent Press imprint at base) by censor 70/11233 in TEL AVIV; slit open at left

LOT# A11_1052

STARTING PRICE : $80

WWII transatlantic 105m 5g airmail rate applied on a 26 Oct 1943 postmarked air mail cover from JERUSALEM to NEW
YORK CITY, franked 100m & tied by a single strike of the single-circle postmark of the sorting office (i.e. the cover was deposited
into a letter box uncancelled and processed later when the box was emptied); the cover was actually short-paid 5m but during
the war the short-payment of 5m for each 5g fee was overlooked by the post office and accepted . Opened and sealed with
PC22 label by censor 69/11233 in Jerusalem; slit open at top.
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LOT# A11_1053

STARTING PRICE : $500

Rarity - TEL AVIV PARCEL POST postmark (Groten #F5/Sach #H6/Proud #PP2) as 8 Nov 1943 dispatch mark on sameday dated folded printed matter business inquiry, sent from TEL AVIV to BROOKLYN; franked 5m per period surface mail printed
matter postage rate; passed local censor KK/39, tied by octagonal censor mark & front-stamped 11 Jan 1944 arrival.A very rare
postmark here used unusually as a dispatch postmark on regular mail: Groten rated E (highest rarity), conforms to
documented earliest/latest usage dates by Sacher & Proud.

LOT# A11_1054

STARTING PRICE : $160

Rare Mandate WWII era postal links - Algeria: 16 July 1944 postmarked cover sent from TEL AVIV to ALGIERS, franked 40m using vertical
pair 20m stamps & tied by local machine cancel; censored in Palestine by KK/37127 (unlisted in Sacher), who resealed the cover with an imprinted
label as well as brown tape - unusual; backstamped 18 (July) CAIRO transit + Egyptian censor cachet on front; locally re-routed in Algiers & slit
open at top.
Postal services with Algeria were renewed on 22 July 1943 as surface mail only; this expanded to airmail service at 40m per 10g letter on 15 Sept.
1943: here it's unclear if the postage was for surface or air. The cover is not endorsed for air mail and the Egyptian transit suggests surface
transmission, but the postage paid would have been for double weight (20m + 13m) leaving 6m overpaid - rather than 40m as the exact postage
for air service.
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LOT# A11_1055

STARTING PRICE : $240

Rare postage rates: 11 Sept 1944 postmarked postcard sized imprinted reminder document sent by currency exchange business to visit the
premisis, sent as registered printed matter [postcard] from TEL AVIV to RAMAT GAN & franked 18m (3m printed matter + 15m registry fee) +
tied by 2x strikes of oval Registry division postmark; backstamped same day arrival but as addressee unknown, marked on back in mansucript &
instructional handstamp and returned to sender; backstamped next day TEL AVIV return-transit + front-stamped 13 Sept. arrival. Nicely
documented + rare postage rate as not a cover; a similar postcard sold for $380 in 2021.

LOT# A11_1056

STARTING PRICE : $200

WWII late-1944 airmail suspension between UK & Palestine: 6 Oct 1944 postmarked air mail cover sent from HAMPSTEAD (London) to
HAIFA & franked 1s3d (15 pence) per period postage rate to Palestine, tied by local machine cancel. The cover was subsequently stamped at the
LONDON general post office by a large partly deformed informational handstamp PLEASE INFORM SENDER AIR MAIL SERVICE NOT AVAILABLE
& airmail etiquette cancelled by 6-line jusqu'a roller marking (indicating the termination of airmail service); the cover was instead sent by sea &
backstamped 21 Nov arrival; opened gently at back. A specific reason for the unavailability of air mail is not known but may be related to the air
traffic caused by the D-Day invasion of western Europe; another November postmarked cover with the same no service handling (different marking)
is known to this cataloguer - there without a backstamp.
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LOT# A11_1057

STARTING PRICE : $80

WWII airmail 130m rate via UK: 4 April 1945 postmarked air mail commercial cover on imprinted business postal stationary,
from TEL AVIV to FLINT Michigan USA, franked 130m (for 10g weight) and endorsed "via England" - the more expensive of
the two possible transatlantic routes available at this time (the other was via West Africa and Miami at 100m 5 gram postage rate,
newly available from 22 March 1945); cut open at side. Of note - uncensored.

LOT# A11_1058

STARTING PRICE : $100

Concessionary postage: 13 May 1945 postmarked registered cover on imprinted business postal stationary, sent locally in
TEL AVIV to the income tax office & franked just 15m for the registry fee as mail uniquely to the income tax office, of all
governmental offices, was postage free for the base letter rate; front-stamped 15 May office arrival; cut open at top.A scarce
postage rate.
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LOT# A11_1059

STARTING PRICE : $200

Unusual Palestine postal links - Peru: 3(?) July 1945 postmarked airmail cover on imprinted stationary sent from LIMA to SHFEYA (via
ZICHRON YAAKOV), franked 2.60s & tied by 3x strikes of the local postmark; likely carried by PANAGRA airlines to CRISTOBAL in the Canal Zone
from where it was carried by PANAM via Jamaica where it was censored & sealed. Of note are the traces of a hexigonal postmark tying the
censor seal & the cover, looking like a Spanish device (though PANAM's FAM-18 route went via LISBON which used a similar but smaller type of
postmark). Backstamped 23 AUG ZICHRON YAAKOV transit & same day SHFEYA arrival. Torn open at top.

LOT# A11_1060

STARTING PRICE : $160

Small locales - KIBBUTZ GVARAM return address as post office box 5093 in TEL AVIV on 15 March 1946 locally posted
cover to the Savoy Hotel, franked 10m per period inland letter rate & tied by machine cancel; manuscript notations on back, torn
open at top. Kibbutz Gvaram was established in August 1942 & similar to other small locales without access to postal services, the
Kibbutz here used a post office box address in a main city to receive mail. Early mail from Gvar'am.
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LOT# A11_1061

STARTING PRICE : $100

The 125m postwar WWII transatlantic route via Britain: 8 April 1946 postmarked registered commercial air mail cover,
sent from TEL NORDAU branch office in TEL AVIV to NEW YORK CITY; franked 140m per the period rate (via UK only) - 125m
letter rate + 15m registry fee & tied by 2x strikes of the branch office's postmark on front + 2x on back; backstamped same day
REGISTERED TEL AVIV transit, 1 May NEW YORK REGISTRY DIVISION transit & same day MADISON SQUARE STATION arrival;
opened gently at back. Scarce example of overseas airmail from a branch office.

LOT# A11_1062

STARTING PRICE : $240

Rare Mandate postage rate: 24 NOV 1946 postmarked express registered printed matter cover sent from HAIFA to TEL AVIV, franked
58m per period postage rate (40m express fee + 15m registry fee + 3m printed matter) & tied by 2x strikes of the HADAR HACARMEL branch office
postmark; backstamped same day REGISTERED HAIFA transit & next day REGISTERED TEL AVIV transit arrival; unsealed per printed matter
regulations.
A rare rate as printed matter; here likely the 2nd of the 3 types of express service available, whereby the cover was transported as regular mail
until it reached the post office of delivery, and then taken & delivered by special messenger.
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Postal History of Israel 1948-1950
LOT# A11_1063

STARTING PRICE : $1800

Rare late Mandate mail routing via Syria: 15 MAR 1948 postmarked express surface mail cover sent from UNRRA
member at BAD REICHENALL Germany to TEL AVIV, franked 1.50m per period rate (as of 15 Sept. 1947), 50pf for overseas surface
letter + 1mk express fee, and tied by 4x strikes of the local postmark + express etiquette; routed via SYRIA where
backstamped 27 MAR ALEPPO transit with machine cancel & 8 APR TEL AVIV arrival; opened gently at right.
Of signicance is the Syrian routing: regular surface mail from Germany in this period (March-April 1948) is observed
routed [by sea] via CAIRO , evidenced by the quantity of mail that was seized, censored and returned to senders from there
when Egypt began a postal boycott of mail to Jewish addressees in Palestine, in early April. Here the unique [land] routing is likely
due to the express mail service used by the sender; with only a Tel Aviv backstamp from Palestine, the cover was likely carried by
sea from Latakia to Tel Aviv port (from Jan. 1948 there was much congestion at Haifa and sea shipments were diverted to Tel Aviv;
in March the Syrian government began boycotting the Lebanese port of Tripoli in favor of Latakia as part of a trade dispute).
Here one of the last pieces of mail from Syria as she suspended postal relations with Palestine on 4 April. The routing
may have been special for the express service: this cataloguer has seen a standard German surface mail cover, franked 1.10m
and postmarked 22 March, bearing no transit marks and a very late 30 May Tel Aviv arrival.This is presently the only period
piece of Mandate mail known with Syrian routing.
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LOT# A11_1064

STARTING PRICE : $160

1948 War of Independence affecting JERUSALEM postal service: 7 April 1948 postmarked surface mail printed matter cover to NEW
BEDFORD USA, return addressed to orphanage in JERUSALEM but couriered and posted in TEL AVIV due to limited postal services and security
issues in Jerusalem (c.2 weeks before the siege); franked 5m for overseas printed matter postage & tied by single strike of single circle postmark of
the sorting office (eg. the cover was entered uncancelled into a letter box and postmarked later when the box was emptied) - here GD #B16/Proud
D38 (no hypen, small letters), 4 years after their last known date of use (3 Feb/20 Oct 1944); unsealed per printed matter regulations. This
cover may have been carried on the ship SS Kedma's 1st shipment of mail in April; she docked in HAIFA on 8 April.
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LOT# A11_1065

STARTING PRICE : $2500

1948 War of Independence - latest known mail from Mandatory JAFFA : 11 April 1948 postmarked air mail cover
addressed to shipping company in NEW YORK, franked 65m per period rate & tied by double ring postmark of the public counter
at the head post office, one day beyond Proud's last known date of use of 10 April (#D11; Goldstein-Dickstein & Sacher
disingenuously list "end of mandate" or an unsubstantiated date as their last known dates of use); opened roughly at top,
complete.
Significant postal history: according to the November 1947 Partition Plan Jaffa was supposed to be part of the planned
Palestinian state; in the intervening time it served as an outlet for attacks on neighboring Jewish towns including Tel Aviv. The
resulting military tension between Arab and Jewish forces around Jaffa led to much of Jaffa's Arab population fleeing, leaving much
mail undeliverable - reported such as early as 24 Feb. 1948. On 25 April, two weeks after this cover was posted, Jewish forces
began their battle for the conquest of Jaffa resulting in a siege which ended with the city's capture on 13 May.
Little postal history for Jaffa is documented in this period and is often an overlooked chapter of 1948- here, this is presently the
latest known dated piece of mail postmarked at the public counter of the Jaffa head post office & possibly the latest
postmarked mail at all: a 21 April postmarked letter from Haifa is known refused service, as are 12 April & 19 April letters
from Egypt.
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LOT# A11_1066

STARTING PRICE : $220

Bat Yam - War of Independence intercity mail: 12 April 1948 postmarked registered commercial cover on imprinted business postal
stationary, sent from law office in TEL AVIV to local council at BAT YAM, franked 25m per period postage rate (10m letter + 15m registry fee) & tied
by 1x strike of oval REGISTERED TEL AVIV postmark on front + 2x on back;backstamped next day arrival; opened gently at back. A rare postal
link at this time owing to the semi-siege military situation caused by Arab forces in neighboring JAFFA (Jabalia neighborhood) firing on Jewish
neighborhoods of Bat Yam, Holon & Tel Aviv - here prior to the Jewish military operation to conquer Jaffa (Operation Hametz, 25-30 April).

LOT# A11_1067

STARTING PRICE : $300

Last outbound Mandate airmail with local markings: 14 April 1948 postmarked air mail cover on imprinted business postal stationary, sent
from business in TEL AVIV to business in LONDON; franked 25m per period postage rate & tied by single strike of the head post office postmark;
though no backstamp, there are British manuscript postal markings indicating that the addressee left ("gone away") & the cover re-routed to a
new address + violet boxed instructional markings pertaining to weight - it may be that the cover was overweight for the postage paid, but not
taxed and not sent by surface mail as this was suspended from 25 March; backflap missing. Arare instance of late Mandate mail with
indications that it reached its destination - here on one of the last BOAC flights (via Lydda) prior to their suspension on 25 April; BOAC had a
monopoly on all outbound Mandate airmail after WWII.
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LOT# A11_1068

STARTING PRICE : $240

1948 Egyptian seizure of Soviet mail to Jews in Palestine: 1 April 1948 postmarked surface mailed cover from ODESSA to HAIFA, franked 60 kop for the period 50
kop surface letter rate & tied by local postmark: this cover was mailed a week after Britain suspended surface mail to Palestine, on 25 March; here as not marked by
British "no service" or "Return to Sender" instructional markings, possibly sent directly via the Middle East as a late Mandate period alternative surface route - nevertheless
the routing went via EGYPT, where as of early April mail to Jews in Palestine was seized, censored, impounded for some months & later returned to sender , as
done here: opened/resealed using Kibble type-A censor label & tied by Kibble Type1 censor handstamp.
The cover was subsequently returned to the sender & resent (without additional postage as per UPU regulations for this type of mail circumstance) &backstamped 30
Nov 1948 HAIFA head post office transit-arrival; opened gently behind the Egyptian censor label - original 29 March dated Russian correspondence included.

LOT# A11_1069

STARTING PRICE : $240

1948 Egyptian seizure of mail to Jews in Palestine: 22 April 1948 postmarked surface mailed cover from British Zone of WEST BERLIN to
HAIFA, franked 50Pf & tied by local postmark + opened/resealed by the British censor in Germany: this cover was mailed about a month after
Britain suspended surface mail to Palestine (Germany's usual route); here as not marked by British "no service" or "Return to Sender" instructional
markings, possibly sent via FRANCE as a late Mandate period alternative surface route - nevertheless the routing went via EGYPT, where as of early
April mail to Jews in Palestine was seized, censored, impounded for some months & later returned to sender , as done here:
opened/resealed using Kibble type-A censor label & tied by Kibble Type1 censor handstamp. The cover was subsequently returned to the sender &
resent (without additional postage as per UPU regulations for this type of mail circumstance) & backstamped 1 Nov 1948 HAIFA head post office
transit-arrival; slit open at top.
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LOT# A11_1070

STARTING PRICE : $200

Earliest known dated 1948 American-Palestine postal suspension marking Kibble Type-VIII in violet tied to front of 26
April 1948 postmarked air mail air letter sent from BROOKLYN to HAIFA, franked 10c & tied by machine cancel. The US post office
suspended airmail to Palestine on 26 April; the earliest dated postmark for IM Type VIII recorded by Kibble is 29 April.; the date
here is confirmed by the letter, dated "Monday morning, Chol HaMoed", i.e. post-dates Passover on the 24th).

LOT# A11_1071

STARTING PRICE : $240

Earliest known dated 1948 American-Palestine postal suspension marking Kibble Type-III in violet tied to front of 28
April 1948 postmarked air mail commercial cover on imprinted business postal stationary sent from NEW YORK to HAIFA, franked
25c at base rate & tied by machine cancel; backstamped 30 April MORGAN STATION return-arrival; opened gently at back. The
US post office suspended airmail to Palestine on 26 April; the earliest dated postmark for IM Type III recorded by Kibble is 31 May
- here over a month earlier.
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LOT# A11_1072

STARTING PRICE : $200

Israeli War of Independence army mail: 18 April 1948 postmarked stampless registered miniature cover sent from the
Hagana Command Staff in HAIFA to the commander of FRONT #1 (the 'Southern Front', eg. Tel Aviv & Negev regions - Yigal Allon
in GEDERA); tied 1x on front & back by the Staff's circular cachet + officer endorsed dispatch handstamp; backstamped same-day
registration + 'Hativa II' (2nd Brigade - Carmeli Brigade) cachet, likely the unit which actually facilitated the transmission of the
mail; slit open at top. The Hagana operation to capture Haifa began 2 days later.
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LOT# A11_1073

STARTING PRICE : $1200

Nahariya emergency mail Discovery: pre-cancelled & undated strike of 5th slogan postmark tied to cover, serving as a
prepared "prepaid envelope" here used on 22 April 1948 - 2 days after the last known date of use of the 5th Slogan - and
addressed to HAIFA, where franked at the head post office using Mandate 2m + 8m pictorial stamps & arrival-cancelled 26 April,
as documented for other Nahariya mail posted on the 22nd (but with the 6th Slogan used). Opened gently at back.
This combination of dateless pre-cancellation using the 5th Slogan postmark for the purpose of creating prepaid envelopes
was hitherto unknown and only documented per Shimony-Karpovsky-Aloni as having begun with the 6th Slogan (i.e. from 21
April). The slogan is confirmed as being the 5th based on a) the 73mm distance from right-most Hebrew letter Hey to outer edge
of the circle, b) the visible lettering around the circle (which changed to "Doar LeHaifa LeShaat Herum" on the 6th slogan), c) the
style of lettering of the main slogan & its spacing - the Lamed & Tav in particular; the subsequent strike of a dating device is
evident by its clarity relative to the rest of the slogan.
At this time, prior to the 7th slogan (which served as an actual cancellation device together with the local emergency stamp
issues), these slogan were tied to covers for which a service fee of 20m was paid for their sea transport to Haifa + the cost of
postage required, here 10m for the domestic base letter rate.
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LOT# A11_1074

STARTING PRICE : $2000

Nahariya 1st day interim mail Discovery - 7th slogan + Haifa postmark: 7 May 1948 postmarked commercial cover addressed to bank in
HAIFA & franked 20m using a 1st issue red local Emergency Post stamp as the fee for submitting a letter through the emergency service via sea;
tied by the 7th slogan postmark here serving as a cancellation device.
According to the specialist literature (Shimony-Karpovsky-Aloni etc.), as of 6 May the interim postal service began operation in NAHARIYA and mail
would then be posted there rather than Haifa as done till then - franked for the actual postal service (i.e. here 10m for domestic letter) using
interim franks & cancelled by the newly received interim postmark: here the cover was franked 20m using a Mandate pictorial stamp (likely for
10m base letter + 6m additional weight, with 4m left over) & postmarked in HAIFA on 9 May at the head post office using the Mandate double
ring postmark on it's last day of use prior to the receipt of the "split ovals" interim postmark. Slit open at top. Unusual postal handling
undocumented until now; 1st known case posted in Haifa after 5 May.
In light of a press report from Sunday 9 May 1948, entitled "Connection with Nahariya" (in HaMashkif newspaper p.4) and another observed 7 May
postmarked cover (Mandate) franked & dispatched at Nahariya (TPHTPIv2p2 p.42 figure 1-37) - as I have not seen a 6 May interim postmarked
cover from Nahariya - I propose that the interim mail service may have started on Friday the 7th and been first reported on Sunday the 9th, and
that the cover offered here was submitted for mailing prior to the introduction of the local interim postmark sometime later that day.
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LOT# A11_1075

STARTING PRICE : $200

Nahariya emergency mail service - incoming mail 10m yellow service fee label tied to 7 May 1948 postmarked window
cover sent from the HAIFA head post office & franked 10m per the base domestic letter rate using 2m + 8m Mandate pictorial
stamps, tied by a single strike of the double ring HPO postmark; upon arrival by sea at Nahariya using the local emergency mail
service the 10m delivery fee was charged & cancelled by the local interim postmark in blue ink; slit open at top.

LOT# A11_1076

STARTING PRICE : $300

1948 Tiberias emergency mail counterstamped franked registered cover , sent locally & nominally franked 71m (10m base letter + 15m
registry fee + 7x extra weight 42m, with 4m left over) using 11x 10m surcharged stamps of the Mandate pictorial & revenue series, in black &
purple, tied by 4x strikes of the local interim postmark on front + 2x on back; with manuscript docketed dispatch date of 3 May 1948 on front;
unsealed. Though the cover bears the hallmarks of a philatelic cover as documented by the specialist literature, this coverpredates the use of a
dater handstamp observed on these types of covers; in any case rare mail as it only existed between 2-4 May, prior to the introduction of the
interim period stamps; here postmarked on the 1st day of use of the local interim postmark.
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LOT# A11_1077

STARTING PRICE : $800

1948 Interim mail abroad rarity: surface mailed printed matter cover sent from KFAR VITKIN to ROTTERDAM Holland,
franked 5m per period postage rate using interim Negev stamp single tied by full strike of the localinterim postmark in violet both against regulations as for overseas mail both the stamp and the postmark had to be UPU compliant, eg. Mandate stamps
and Mandate postmark, but the stamps were no longer sold over the counter and the postmarks outside of the head post offices
mostly decommissioned; unsealed per printed matter regulations.
In this period most mail sent abroad is observed without transit or arrival postmarks, at best foreign censor markings where
applicable. Here a rare rate not yet seen by this cataloguer in this period . The clean full strike of the postmark suggests
early usage, eg. 2 May or shortly thereafter - in the period where the Head Post Offices of the major cities, controlling mail
abroad, were still run by the Mandate postal service; the cover could have been carried by any of the following ships: the SS
Providence departing Haifa on 4 May, the SS Kedma departing Haifa on 7 May, the SS Argentine or Franconia departing Haifa 16
May; the Marine Carp (departing Haifa 20 May) carried mostly interim mail to Eastern Europe & the US.
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LOT# A11_1078

STARTING PRICE : $1500

TAXI/AIR MAIL groundbreaker + interim postmark: May 1948 era undated mid-late interim period commercial cover on imprinted postal stationary, return
addressed to P.O.Box 685 in HAIFA (confirmed as the address of Ata Textiles) & addressed to Express Service Transport in TEL AVIV - franked 10m per period domestic
letter postage rate & postmarked in TEL AVIV, with return address subsequently amended in pencil manuscript "Tel Aviv MPO" (Main Post Office) & address re-routed to
Express Service's post office box. Opened gently at back, tear on blackflap.
The cover has the outward appearance of being couriered but lacks the usual vertical fold of such mail - this cataloguer's evaluation is that thiscover was taken in an
unprocessed mail sack by taxi or air from Haifa and processed directly at the Tel Aviv HPO: lengthy research conducted by this cataloguer (and published on the
JerusalemStamps site blog) shows that in the period of mid-April to mid-May 1948 the Haifa head post office suffered from staff shortages and very limited mail processing
abilities; several pieces of mail received at the Haifa HPO but addressed to Tel Aviv or other areas in the southern half of the country (including Jerusalem) are observed
cancelled by the Tel Aviv sorting office (using a Mandate single circle canceller) and not by the Haifa HPO itself. This cataloguer's research found a "Taxi Kesher" routing
endorsed cover & subsequently also press reports from 7 & 9 May 1948 revealing that "Taxi Kesher" was processing and delivering mail from its Haifa office. In a new
development this cataloguer has also found a press report from Monday 26 April 1948 that a new airplane service between Tel Aviv and Haifa was renewed on
Sunday 25 April, using 21-seat Dakota airplanes with the intention of easing traffic on the road between the two cities: described as a "new daily service", the plane
which landed in Tel Aviv on the 25th would fly back on the 27th. The unnamed but likely operator was the Histadrut-affiliated "Aviron" air company.
Here, the evaluation is that this cover, sent by Ata Textiles, was takeneither on an outbound journey of a taxi mail consignment - or flown on the new intercity
service, as was done by Palestine Airways between 1938-40 - from Haifa to Tel Aviv; transport by air is a plausible possibility during the interim period as an
informal improvised transport solution. Uniquely here, unlike other observed examples, this cover is postmarked by an interim device (in a moderately advanced
stage of deformity suggesting mid-late interim period usage, eg. 10-14 May) likely of the HPO.
Around this time there were serious transport impediments on the Tel Aviv-Haifa road, and though opened for traffic on 5 May, Taxi Kesher appears to have continued
transporting mail until sometime mid-month. Air transport may have been used on days where the road was blocked or obstructed by military events. As such, it's highly
unlikely that this cover was privately couriered one-off from Haifa and then posted in Tel Aviv. No examples of couriered mail (indeed as a phenomenon) between Haifa
and Tel Aviv have been observed by the cataloguer for this period. Reference our Handbook by the mentioned dates to see the press reports.
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LOT# A11_1079

STARTING PRICE : $120

HAIFA arrival backstamp on 1st convoy mail from besieged JERUSALEM: 11 May 1948 postmarked registered cover sent from
JERUSALEM-6 post office (Machane Yehuda) to HAIFA & franked 25m using 1st local issue stamp, tied by single strike of the interim postmark + 2x
on back (with characteristic edge nip deformity). This cover could not be dispatched at the time due to the siege on Jerusalem & wastransported
on the 1st convoy of 18 June, which carried mail accumulated up to 12 May, to TEL AVIV for onward transmission - here with18 June HAIFA
arrival backstamp, scarce on this type of mail (usually only bearing the Tel Aviv transit backstamp); opened gently at back.

LOT# A11_1080

STARTING PRICE : $800

Mixed Mandate & Interim franking with latest known used coil stamp : 12 MAY 1948 postmarked local HAIFA express cover sent to northern district engineer,
franked 50m at the period postage rate for 10m letter + 40m express fee, using block of 4x10m Ramat Gan interim stamps (Ba #26) +1x 10m Mandate pictorial vending
machine 'regular' coil stamp with 14 horizontal perforation holes (Ba #97) & tied by 3x strikes of the interim dateless postmark + 2x backstamps of the HADAR
HACARMEL branch office postmark (GD-100); cut open at left.
Although Mandate stamps stopped being sold over the counter from 2 May at the branch and town post offices, the fact that it's a coil stamp underscores the findings of
this cataloguer, that coil stamps were in use well after the latest recorded date of their order (#2450/3 of 30 July 1946) as listed in the Crown Agents Requisition Books
by Norman Collins, which has now been shown to be incomplete . This may be the latest known use of a Mandate coil stamp prior to Israel's independence &
the demonetization of Mandate stamps on 15 May 1948.
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LOT# A11_1081

STARTING PRICE : $500

Official 1st day Israel mail with special franks & postmark: 16 May 1948 postmarked commercial cover sent from doctor
in REHOVOT (business cachet on back) to addressee in Kibbutz ALONIM, franked 19m for double weight letter (10m base rate +
6m extra weight, with 3m patriotic overpayment - interim stamps could not be converted to the new Israeli postage stamps), using
different shade & different perforated 3m Defence & Development stamps - one with documented 10½ perforation & one in olive
green with undocumented 11:11 perforation + 3m 11x11 perforated with red DOAR counterstamp + 10m Technion
stamp, tied by 3x strikes of reintroduced local Mandate postmark; slit open at top. Rehovot received the Israeli trilingual
postmark on 1 July 1948. The sender, Dr. Hananya Feinstein, was one of the founders of the Hagana in 1910, and in the War of
Independence he escorted convoys to Jerusalem; listed in David Tidhar's Encyclopedia of the Founders & Builders of Eretz Israel.
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LOT# A11_1082

STARTING PRICE : $1800

1st Day Israel mail - addressed to TEL AVIV AIRPORT: 16 May 1948 postmarked cover sent locally in TEL AVIV (return
address on lower-front) to a Yochanan Breslauer, "ground worker" at "Air Port" & franked 10 mils per inland letter rate using
interim period Immigrant Ship stamp (Ba #23) & tied by strike of local trilingual postmark on its first day of use - interim stamps
were tolerated until the 22nd; tied on front by National Loan handstamp applied by the Tel Aviv sorting office on its 1st day of
use (with spelling mistake at end - letter "Vav"); cut open at right & bottom.
Rare postal history: the day before, on Saturday the 15th - the first day of Israel's independence - the War of Independence
entered its main phase with the invasion of 5 Arab armies and the bombing of Tel Aviv airport (Sde Dov) by the Egyptian Air
Force, forcing its closure and transfer of civilian air operations to Haifa; here very rare mail addressed to the airport just after
the attack - first instance seen by this cataloguer . The airfield also included a military air base which served the Israel Air
Force's first squadron (the 100th 'Flying Camel' squadron), but this cover is addressed to a civilian and was not handled by the
military.
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LOT# A11_1083

STARTING PRICE : $1200

Exact 2m Late Fee on 1st Day Israel mail: 16 May 1948 postmarked printed matter cover sent locally in TEL AVIV, franked
8 mils using 3m (10x11 perf) & 5m single Doar Ivri stamps for double printed matter postage (2x 3m = 6m) + 2m LATE FEE
for the late submission of mail, tied by 2x strikes of thehead post office postmark - here a very rare instance of the fee being paid
exactly as there were no smaller denominations than "3" on Israeli stamps until 1960. Israel inherited the Mandate's postage
rates on 15 May; the late fee for regular letters was 2 mils (for registered letters 20 mils) and these could only be paid at the head
post offices of the major cities. This is the earliest known piece of mail with a late fee paid, during the Israeli postal
administration; rare combination with double printed matter postage. Unsealed per printed matter regulations.
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LOT# A11_1084

STARTING PRICE : $3500

Rarity - "Doar Sadeh" forerunner Israeli Army mail: 19 May 1948 dated stampless cover endorsed "Field Post" (Doar Sadeh), sent from a member of the
"Police Brigade" (Hativat HaMishtara) at "The Training Base" to surnamed addressee at 94 Bugrashov Street in TEL AVIV (a religious kindergarten documented at this
address, possibly a covert training place); front tied bycircular cachet of the Inspector of the Northern Police [station] & endorsed by him (Yehoshua Shamai) - enabling
free postage. As per the manuscript markings, vertical fold & numerous creases the cover may have been couriered and then deposited into a letter box: the red
crayon manuscript on top left appears to be a delivery instruction dated 19 May 1948 & written "for Ben & partners Ben-Artzi", then endorsed in different handwriting in
blue crayon "Field Post" (to indicate to the postal service that it was eligible for free postage); subsequently tied by 23 May 1948 dated postmark of the TEL AVIV
head post office - the post office responsible for the letter boxes - likely a transit marking. Opened gently at back (eg. originally sealed as a letter, not printed matter).
The "Police Brigade" was period name of the nascent civilian "Israel Police", itself established on 26 March 1948 prior to the termination of the Mandate, to be prepared to
assume responsibility for public security; it was assigned to the pre-State army, the Hagana, as a capital unit - like the other main infantry units assigned to it - and
so designated a "brigade". The police force was to number 2600, of which 700 (and then only 350) would be existing servicemen of the Palestine Police - the Hagana was
responsible to supply another 1200 men from its own recruits. The Israel Police was detached from the army and became an independent body with the
establishment of the Ministry of Police, in June 1948.
The referenced "training base" is likely the first and temporary absorption and training camp of the Hagana and Israeli Army at "Machane HaKelet Kiryat Meir" (Kelet kvutzot le hachanat tironim -> Camp of the "squads for the preparation of recruits"), the Tel Aviv neighborhood in the German Templar area of SARONA, where the military
ran shortened basic training courses (the "Military Police Service" also trained here initially). This is likely the reason why the mail here was endorsed by the commander of
the Northern Police Station (Yarkon district), one of the 3 stations in Tel Aviv; Shamai was subseqently appointed to head criminal investigations in the Haifa region on 25
May. The Army Postal Service began operating on 21 May from its base at APO 3 on Hayarkon Street, herejust between the time this cover was couriered and
transferred to the civilian postal service; on this date the Minister of Police appointed an Inspector General for the Israel Police (Yechezkel Sahar).
Very rare mail, hitherto not researched in the literature: only 2 "Doar Sadeh" marked covers are known of which this is the only one to be postage free &
properly endorsed so; the other cover, posted by a civilian in June 1948 & addressed to the "Israel Police", is known marked "Doar Sadeh" using a handstamp as an
arrival mark (and whose postage dues charge for an invalid stamp were retroactively annulled - though unclear why, as civilian-posted mail).It is this this cataloguer's
evaluation that the expression "Doar Sadeh" was used uniquely in connection to the Israel Police/"Police Brigade" at this time and should therefore not be
expected to be seen on other types of mail handled by the Army Postal Service (there denoted simply as "On Active Service" or "Military Mail"); this is likely due to the fact
that veterans of the WWII Jewish Brigade helped establish the Israel Police and likely borrowed the English term "Field Post" independently of what eventually became the
military's "army post". The rarity of this mail is likely due to the fact that the Police became an independent government agency already in June; based on a fully postage
paid Aug 1949 registered cover sent by the Israel Police it appears this agency did not enjoy a free mail postal concession like "official mail" of other government
bodies, so here a short lived period that the Police enjoyed free mail.
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LOT# A11_1085

STARTING PRICE : $1200

1st outbound Israeli sea mail + 1st sea mail to USA : 23 May 1948 postmarked surface mailed cover, sent from KIRYAT MOTZKIN (return
addressed KIRYAT BIALIK) to NEW YORK, franked 20m per SU-1 period postage rate & tied by reintroduced Mandate local postmark - this rare on
overseas mail; opened gently at back.
Important postal history: sea mail to the United States was suspended on 25 March 1948 and renewed from Israel on 19 May; the ship Marine
Carp departing HAIFA on the 20th carried pre-State mail which accumulated in the port's warehouses & the SS Kedma ship departing TEL AVIV on
27 May carried Israel's first sea mail - here being the first Israeli sea mail shipment to the US (reference IFPL p.25/38).

LOT# A11_1086

STARTING PRICE : $1000

1948 Haifa T provisional postage dues on Doar Ivri franked mail: local HAIFA cover ostensibly printed matter & franked such at 3m using a Doar Ivri rouletted
single; likely entered uncancelled into a letter box because the cover was subsequently both postmarked & taxed on 28 May 1948 at the head post office (which handled
letter box mail) as a short-paid letter as not declared on the front "printed matter"; taxed at twice the deficiency - here 7m for the 10m domestic letter rate becoming
15m as the postage dues tax & charged using a "T obliterated Doar Ivri 15m postage stamp - asdone uniquely at the Haifa head post office prior to the introduction of
Israel's 1st postage dues stamp series.
These 'provisional' postage dues stamps using T obliterated Doar Ivri postage stamps were uniquely in use at the Haifa HPO from 20 May until 31 May. The phenomenon of
same-day postmark and taxation observed at the Haifa HPO has beendocumented by this cataloguer and appears to be the result of mail entered uncancelled into
letter boxes but processed some time later owing to staff and transport shortages experienced at the Haifa HPO in this time. Here arare instance of the
provisional Haifa postage dues being used on a Doar Ivri franked cover - most observed cases are of Mandate/Interim franked mail.
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LOT# A11_1087

STARTING PRICE : $2500

1948 Besieged Jerusalem convoy mail - First Flight airmail abroad: undated air mail cover on imprinted personal postal stationary, return
addressed Haredi neighborhood of BATEI UNGARIN & addressed to company in HOOGEZAND Netherlands; franked 40m per period air mail rate to
Europe using vertical pair of Mandate 20m pictorial stamps. The cover was properly prepared for international mail (using UPU compliant Mandate
stamps) but apparently prepared for mailing after public Mandate postal service in Jerusalem ended , around the end of April; there was no
postal service until 9 May: as the cover is not marked by the sorting office's initial use of the Mandate single circle postmark (seen used 9-10 May)
or the subsequent 'rosette' postmark, this cover was likely deposited into a letter box where it sat until these were emptied and sorted in
preparation for transport by convoy for ongoing transmission in TEL AVIV.
Here the cover was transported by the 1st convoy of 18 June and subsequently postmarked on Friday 18 June 1948 at the TEL AVIV head post
office - owing to the interrupted nature of mail from Jerusalem, this is the only circumstance in which at this late date, following the
demonetization of Mandate stamps on 14 May, a Mandate frank could have been accepted as valid postage by the Israeli postal
administration and here also accepted by foreign administrations for fully prepaid postage.
Here, the cover was likely carried on the 1st flight of KLM whose resumption of service (Haifa-Amsterdam; Tel Aviv airport was closed down
due to the war) was published on the 16th, and beginning Wednesday 23 June. JSPS (p.194) estimates that less than 10 such overseas convoy
covers are known. Slit open at top.
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LOT# A11_1088

STARTING PRICE : $1500

Rare TEL AVIV-JERUSALEM convoy mail: undated May 1948 era postmarked registered commerical cover sent from lawyer in TEL AVIV to
addressee in besieged JERUSALEM, franked 25m (10m letter + 15m registry fee) using interim stamps & tied by 2x strikes on front + 1x on back
of the violet head post office interim postmark - as clear strikes, likely early interim period c.6-9 May.
As per research by this cataloguer, press reports from the time show the siege was intermittent and not hermetic: as such, mail to/from Jerusalem
continued to be accepted at the post offices with the expectation this its onward transmission would soon be possible.
The cover was subsequently transmitted to JERUSALEM, after the siege on one of the 2 convoys (18 & 21 June) sent to the city; the address was
subsequently determined to be unknown & back tied by Mandate form instructional marking (Sach #L52) + manuscript marked on front "not
known", and returned to sender - backstamped 5 July 1948 return-arrival; cut open at left.
Incoming convoy mail into Jerusalem is very rare , described in JSPS p.188 as being "only a handful of such letters [which have] survived to
date, therefore they are very rare"; such mail is even rarer if it bears any proof of arrival , evidencing transit by the convoys - here provided by
the return-receipt postmark serving as a proving mark: if transmitted on the 2nd convoy the mail was received in Jerusalem on the 22nd (as
observed on other such mail), allowing almost 2 weeks to attempt delivery and then return it. Roughly 5x TEL AVIV-JERUSALEM convoy covers with
indications of arrival are known; this is the only one known returned.
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LOT# A11_1089

STARTING PRICE : $800

1948 Mandate cancels on 1st postage dues: 7 JU 48 local YAGUR-NESHER cover underfranked at 5m (for the period 10m domestic letter
rate) using Doar Ivri Ba #2 tied by reintroduced Mandate postmark Dorf-6 and taxed 10m (double the deficiency), marked by Mandate "To Pay"
box cachet, and paid using 1st postage dues series 10m Ba #PD3 frank tied by same-date reintroduced local Mandate postmark - this rare:
Mandate postmarks on 1st series postage dues franks are rarely seen (a combination possible only in the small locales for about 1 month, from
introduction of the 1st postage dues series until the employment of the Israeli trilingual postmark device); slit open at top, very fine. Early taxation
+ 2 period taxed mail, ironically postmarked entirely by Mandate devices; the local Post Office received the Israeli trilingual postmark on 1 July.

LOT# A11_1090

STARTING PRICE : $500

Rare - the 1948 Large Minhelet Haam interim postmark of Mea Shearim tied to undated Doar Ivri franked mail cover sent from JERUSALEM to TEL AVIV, bearing
15m postage for base letter rate (10m) + extra weight (6m) here underfranked 1m; of note the 5m single is rouletted. The cover dates from 20 June to early August
1948.
A very rare postmark, of which only 7 such stamped covers are known to Muenz ; likely to be either a 3rd type used at Mea Shearim (after the original standard
34mm and large 'philatelic' 38mm devices observed used in May) or a reintroduction of the large 'philatelic' type ; it measures 37.5mm/35mm (size from outer
edge/inner edge of the outer ring) and 22mm/20.5mm (size from outer edge/inner edge of the inner ring), and is not the original 34mm postmark stretched by over-use.
Here, a discovery as this type of postmark in this period (per JSPS) was believed used only on express and registered mail - here used on a regular letter . This interim
postmark was used until 6 Aug. 1948 when replaced by the Israeli trilingual. Slit open at top. A similar cover with this postmark sold at TAS 16 auction (Sept 1998) lot 227
for $3000.
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LOT# A11_1091

STARTING PRICE : $300

1948 post-siege JERUSALEM late use & acceptance of interim stamp + red postmark: 26 July 1948 postmarked cover to TEL AVIV,
franked 10m using 2nd local issue interim stamp & tied by Israeli trilingual JERUSALEM-1 head post office postmark in red ink - here late use of
the interim stamp, over a month after Doar Ivri stamps reached Jerusalem (20 June), and late acceptance of it outside of the city without the
cover being taxed for postage dues on account of the stamp being invalid; a very rare instance of red ink being used for postmarks &
cancellations during the Israeli postal administration. Slit open at top.

LOT# A11_1092

STARTING PRICE : $120

The rare 13 mils overseas postcard surface mail postage rate applied to 11 Aug 1948 postmarked picture postcard (Hadassa Hospital on
Mount Scopus) sent from JERUSALEM to MILAN Italy, franked with 3m & 10m Doar Ivri singles & tied by 2x strikes of the JERUSALEM-1 head post
office trilingual postmark. Patriotic message reads "From Jewish (Hebrew) Jerusalem, Shalom & Blessings from Michael" - a 5 word message that
might have qualified as printed matter at 5m but on account of the date also being written the postcard was handled as standard postcard. At this
time Mount Scopus was an enclave cut off by the Arab Legion and was supported by the Red Cross. A rare postage rate in this period.
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LOT# A11_1093

STARTING PRICE : $1200

Rare Late Fee & FDC combination: 26 Sept 1948 postmarked surface mailed printed matter cover sent from BAT YAM to
TEUFEN Switzerland, franked 8 mils for 5m base surface mailed printed matter + 2m Late Fee, using 5m & 3m New
Years/Flying Scroll stamps (Ba #10-11) on their first day of use; unsealed per printed matter regulations.
A rare combination of rates & franking possible for only 5 days as the domestic postage rates changed on 1 Oct. 1948: Israel
inherited the Mandate's last set of postage rates, from 15 May, including the 2 mil late fee for regular letters and 20m late fee for
registered letters; on 1 Oct. the late fees rose to 5m and 30m respectively - these being termed "fee for the late submission of
mail articles (beyond the regular hours", and these were not specified as being limited to the head post offices as was the case
during the Mandate period. The 1m overfranking was a byproduct of the fact that Israel had no smaller denominated postage
stamps below 3m until the 1960 Provisionals and the 1961 Zodiac series. The 1948 New Years stamp issue did not offer an official
First Day Cover and the only type of FDC possible is privately made, like here.
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LOT# A11_1094

STARTING PRICE : $120

Rare combination: Sept. 1948 era dateless triangular HAIFA postmark tied to 3 mils frank of the New Years / Flying Scroll stamp series,
serving domestic printed matter postage on a cover sent to NETANYA - this combination of frank and rate was only possible for 5 days ,
between 26 Sept. 1948 when the stamp series was first issued & 30 Sept., as the postage rate rose to 5m the following day; unsealed per printed
matter regulations. The dateless triangular postmark was used on domestic bulk printed matter mail during holiday periods to obfuscate the actual
postmark date in case the mail arrived late due to heavy postal traffic.

LOT# A11_1095

STARTING PRICE : $300

Full tabbed 65 mils News Years/Flying Scroll stamp affixed to 11 Oct 1948 postmarked airmail cover sent from TEL AVIV
to BERN Switzerland, serving as franking for the FA-1 period 40m postage rate + 5m late fee (per the DO-2 period postage
rate, newly raised from 2m as of 1 Oct.), with 20m overpaid & tied by single strike of Daled shift (late shift) index lettered TEL
AVIV-29 postmark of the head post office; slit open at top. Rare franking & postage rate.
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LOT# A11_1096

STARTING PRICE : $600

Old City Jerusalem Jewish Quarter POW mail: undated 1948-49 era stampless cover sent from Alexander Zelniker at the Bikur
Cholim hospital in JERUSALEM to his son Haim Zelniker at the Arab Legion POW camp via the Red Cross; front tied by Red Cross
Geneva circular cachet & Jordanian censor mark; vertically folded + stains, unsealed as required of POW mail.
Chaim Zelniker (1922-2014) was a member of the Etzel (Irgun) and fought in the Jewish Quarter of the Old City; wounded several
times he was captured while in the hospital when the Quarter fell on 28 May 1948. His brother, Yosef-Shabtai, also an Etzel
member was killed at Sheikh Jarrah on 19 May. Alexander, the father, served as a recently recruited volunteer nurse at the
hospital and this is how he discovered that his son was killed. The Zelniker family are descendents of German-Haredi 'mitnagdim',
who made aliya in the early 1800s and lived in the Jewish Quarter; Haim's grandfather lived in the same building as the Haredi
Rabbi, Rav Yosef Chaim Sonnenfeld.
A 2011 interview with Haim Zelniker is viewable here. Of the 234 soldiers who fought in the Jewish Quarter, by 28 May only 43
remained active with another 51 wounded in the hospital - and these were taken prisoner by the Arab Legion.
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LOT# A11_1097

STARTING PRICE : $160

1948 early liberated Sodom incoming civilian mail: 30 Nov 1948 postmarked pink Mandate pt238 parcel card sent from
KINNERET to female soldier at KABA 192 (Sodom) assigned to Base #1 & franked 60m using Doar Ivri stamps for a 2.3g weight
package, tied by local postmarks on front & back; front-stamped 1 DEC 1948 army Base B (Haifa) transit &received in Sodom 3
Dec 1948 (liberated as of 25 Nov.) - marked by newly instituted "Sodom - Rear Command" circular Army cachet (
undocumented in the literature) + English dater.

LOT# A11_1098

STARTING PRICE : $600

Rare postal service & route - Locked Bag mail: 2 March 1949 postmarked commercial air mail cover on imprinted business postal stationary, sent from tobacco
company in RICHMOND USA to the Maspero Brothers cigarette company in TEL AVIV, addressed specifically to their "Locked Bag Service" at the General Post Office, meter
franked 25c per period postage rate & backstamped 6 March SAINT JOHN'S Newfoundland Canada transit - a rare routing mark of the American transatlantic route to
Europe via Newfoundland, Greenland & Iceland to the UK. Opened gently at back.
Very rare mail type: the private bag/locked bag service was one in which businesses which sent (or received) much mail could have that mail dispatched from a private
mail bag (or received into it - as here). The service was paid for by a special fee per bag - in this period it was 2500pr (2.50 Palestine Pounds), and handled at the head
post offices of the major cities. Here a rare instance of Locked Bag Service as the address (rather than return address).
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LOT# A11_1099

STARTING PRICE : $220

Doar Ivri as Late Fee on airmail to USA: 28 March 1949 postmarked air mail cover sent from TEL AVIV to BEAUMONT Texas
& franked 75m for the 70m FA-2 period postage rate to the US + 5m Late Fee for the late submission of the letter for posting,
tied by 2x strikes of the TEL AVIV-10 postmark - an important proving postmark as late fees could only be paid at the Head Post
Office of the major cities (Tel Aviv, Haifa & Jerusalem), here we see the specific department that handled the late fee in Tel Aviv.

LOT# A11_1100

STARTING PRICE : $240

Late Fee on surface mail: 21 Apr 1949 postmarked surface mail cover sent from HAIFA to NORTH OLMSTED USA, franked 32pr for the SU-2 postage period 30pr base
surface letter rate - but as the sender used 9x 3pr + 1x 5pr Doar Ivri stamps, in light of the head post office postmarks bearing the Daled ("D") late shift index letter, the
sender probably intended to pay 35pr for the 30pr base letter rate + 5pr Late Fee (per DO-2 period postage rates) - but miscounted the stamps and applied 9x rather
than 10x 3pr stamps, and this went unnoticed by the clerk so cover not taxed; the late fee for regular letters had been 2pr/2m until the 1 Oct. 1948 postage rate revision
which raised it to 5pr.
During the Mandate & Israeli postal administrations there was no "Late Fee Paid" instructional marking; traditionally, during the Mandate, these fees for the late
submission of mail could only be paid at the head post offices of the major cities but with the revision of the domestic postage rates on 1 Oct. 1948 this was no longer
stipulated.
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LOT# A11_1101

STARTING PRICE : $160

Important proving cover of the Israeli Army postal service: 3 May 1949 postmarked stampless registered cover sent from
KABA 593 at the TABUL stamp exhibition army post office in TEL AVIV (return addressed to sender at local Astoria hotel) to HAIFA,
including registry payment slip bearing the registry number (#43) & confirmation of payment of 15m for the registry
service - an important proving document showing that a) army post registered mail was indeed not free, but not paid for with
postage stamps but rather by cash (so generally unseen as being paid on observed army mail), and b)that the rate indeed
remained 15m as from the start of the Israeli postal administration on 15 May 1948, and did not rise as did the civilian postal
office rate on 1 Oct. 1948 to 25m. Tied by special army post office TABUL postmark 1x on front + 2x on back; backstamped same
day BASE A (TEL AVIV) army post office transit + 5 May HAIFA-17 transit & same day HAIFA-21 arrival; slit open at top. Nicely
documented.
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LOT# A11_1102

STARTING PRICE : $80

Double printed matter weight surface mail postage of 15 mils (10m base rate + 5m additional weight) applied to June 1949
postmarked large illustrated printed matter cover sent from the Zionist Executive in JERUSALEM to THE HAGUE Netherland;
unsealed per printed matter regulations. The illustrated woodcut picture is the work of Yossi Stern (1923-1992) depicting Zion
square in central Jerusalem.

LOT# A11_1103

STARTING PRICE : $240

Rare postage rate - 1st rate period printed matter air mail: 6 Sept 1949 postmarked mini-sized printed matter airmail cover sent from
HAIFA to LOCHEM Netherlands & franked 25m, tied by 2x strikes of the head post office postmark; unsealed at back per printed matter
regulations. This is a very rare instance of printed matter air mail whose existence is not documented in the specialist literature (eg. Bale's
Postal History catalogue + others) in this period: the rates came into effect with the revised airmail postage rates on 1 Nov. 1948 (Bale's FA-2
airmail rate period, during which regular letters were 35 mils to Europe) and were unique to Europe and America, but virtually no examples of this
type of mail are seen. The rates were subsequently revised to 40m per 20g (versus 40m for 10g regular letter) on 19 Oct. 1949 (the FA-2a rate
period); more examples are observed in this later period but almost all come from the Philatelic Service which didn't always apply the correct
postage(!)
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LOT# A11_1104

STARTING PRICE : $240

Registered sea mail to USA - transmitted as airmail: 28 Oct 1949 postmarked registered commercial surface mail cover on imprinted
business postal stationary, sent from TEL AVIV to MADISON, franked 55pr for the SU-2 postage period 30pr base surface mail letter rate + 25pr
registry fee, using 5x 10pr Doar Ivri + 5pr IDF Insignia stamps & tied by 3x strikes of the TEL AVIV-39 postmark on front + 2x on back;
backstamped 2 Nov NEW YORK AIR MAIL FIELD transit-arrival, next day MADISON transit & 4 Nov arrival; slit open at top & left.Unusual
instance of surface franked mail being handled as air mail & flown (the period rate was 80pr air mail + 25pr for registry = 105pr postage).

LOT# A11_1105

STARTING PRICE : $100

Tiny locales - KFAR GILADI + YIRON: 1 Nov 1949 postmarked cover sent from BEIT HAKEREM (Jerusalem) to Kibbutz YIR'ON
via ROSH PINNA post & franked 15pr per period domestic letter rate tied by single strike of the local post office; backstamped next
day arrival & locally re-routed to KFAR GILADI; torn open at top, complete
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LOT# A11_1106

STARTING PRICE : $120

"Keeps Secrets" military censorship label on civilian mail: 23 Nov 1949 postmarked air mail cover sent from a Swedish(?) participant at the
Jewish Agency's "Institute for Youth Leaders" (Machon L'Madrichei Chutz La'Aretz) in JERUSALEM to COPENHAGEN Denmark, endorsed "letter in
Swedish", franked 40m per the FA-2a period postage rate to Europe & tied by single strike of JERUSALEM-6(?) postmark; subsequentlyaffixed with
the illustrated "KEEP SECRETS" swan label in orange before being opened and resealed by the Israeli censor Yud 1015 in Jerusalem; cut open
at left. An unusual instance of the censorship label applied to civilian mail - possibly because of the sender's association with the semigovernmental Jewish Agency: the Institute trains foreign Zionist activitists for leadership roles in their communities, to promote immigration to
Israel. Here the letter was return addressed from the Institute's new address in the Katamon neighborhood to which it moved in 1949 from its
previous location near Ness Ziona.

LOT# A11_1107

STARTING PRICE : $300

Unusual 1950 1st Airmail stamps Late Fee cover: 26 June 1950 postmarked Turkish airmail postal stationary cover, sent from HAIFA to
HOUSTON & return addressed to sender at hotel in TRIPOLI Libya (at this time Israel had postal relations with Tripolitania); franked 85pr at the
Fa-2a postage period rate for 80pr letter to the US + 5pr regular letter late fee, using 5pr, 30pr & 50pr stamps of the 1st Airmails series (Ba
#32/33/35) on their 2nd day of use & tied by 2x strikes of the unnumbered Haifa head post office postmark (late fees could only be paid at the
head post offices of the main cities); gently opened at back. This is presently the only known 1st Airmails late fee cover.
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LOT# A11_1108

STARTING PRICE : $160

1950 1st Airmails on Venezuela air mail + USA routing: [Tuesday] 15 Aug 1950 postmarked registered airmail cover sent from TEL AVIV (return addressed
GEDERA) to CARACAS & franked 135pr at the FA-2a postage period rate (110pr letter + 25pr registration) using 2x 50pr & 30pr 1st Airmail (Ba #33/35) + 5pr 1949 2nd
Coinage (Ba #22) stamps tied by 2x strikes of the TEL AVIV-7 (possibly the Registered Section of the head post office) postmark on front + 2x on back; the cover was
flown by TWA to NEW YORK where it was backstamped 17 Aug NEW YORK AIR MAIL FIELD transit & next day transit arrival + possiblemanuscript docketed
delivery date of the 27th written alongside; slit open at right. Oddly not checked by the Israeli censor, as most period outbound mail.A well travelled and
documented cover to a rare destination.
At this time Israel did not have direct air mail connections to Venezuela and mail to such locales was carried by a scheduled flights to the New York Air Mail Field for
onward transmission (it being listed as a destination on the post office's list of mail destinations) - on Sundays by EL-AL via Paris to NY AMF, on Tuesdays direct to the
AMF by TWA, and Thursdays by Air France via Paris to the AMF.

LOT# A11_1109

STARTING PRICE : $80

Tiny locales - YIRON: small undated 1950 era holiday season printed matter cover , sent from JERUSALEM to Kibbutz
YIR'ON via HAIFA post, franked 5pr per period postage rate using 1950 Festivals single stamp (Ba #38) & tied by local dateless
triangular postmark as used during holiday periods for bulk mail; unsealed at back per printed matter regulations.
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LOT# A11_1110

STARTING PRICE : $220

1950 UPU / rates & routes + Greek Colony: 3 SEPT 1950 airmailed cover sent from JERUSALEM (return addressed Greek Colony) to NEW
YORK & franked 160pr per FA-2a period double-rate for additional weight, using 2x 80pr (Ba #28) tied by single strike of JERUSALEM-16
postmark; opened and resealed by Israeli censor; opened at back, peripheral tear at top left flap corner.
Of interest, Glassman (1978) & Farber (2001) list this postmark as being assigned to the head post office at this time until its transfer to what they
call the "South Post Office" in April 1951; a Mandate era post office (mail from which is very rare) did exist in the Greek Colony - quite a distance
from the HPO - and it's possible, based on documents at the national archives, that #16 was actually assigned to a post office at the
Greek (or nearby German) Colony at this time.

LOT# A11_1111

STARTING PRICE : $120

Air mail from Kiryat Anavim: 5 Nov 1950 postmarked registered airmail cover on illustrated commemorative postal stationary, sent from
QIRYAT ANAVIM (return addressed TEL AVIV) to NEW YORK & franked 105pr at the FA-2a postage period rate (80pr letter + 25pr registry fee) using
a mix of 5pr 1st Airmails (Ba #32) + vertical pair 50pr 1949 2nd Coinage (Ba #26) stamps, tied by 2x strikes of the local postmark, with Mandate Rlabel Sacher-2 tied to front; backstamped same day transit at JERUSALEM-3 (sorting department) and forwarded to TEL AVIV where opened &
resealed by Israeli censor tav-1002 - odd handling as Jerusalem also had a censorship office; backstamped 11 Nov NEW YORK REGISTRY
DIVISION transit & 13 Nov arrival; slit open at left. Scarce mail from a small locale.
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LOT# A11_1112

STARTING PRICE : $400

Airmail to Italy from immigrant ship 'Komemiut': 28 Nov 1950 postmarked air mail cover sent from a sender (F. Weill) on
board the immigrant ship "Komemiut" (ship's bilingual cachet on back serving as the return address) to GENOVA & franked
40pr at the FA-2a period rate to Europe using 30pr 1st Airmail (Ba #33) + 10pr 1950 3rd Coinage (Ba #43) stamps tied by single
strike of HAIFA head post office postmark; opened and resealed by Israeli censor chet-1014 in Haifa & tied byunusual large
military censor approval handstamp; slit open at top. The "Komemiyut" ship (formerly "Pan York") carried new immigrants to
Israel via Haifa before reverting back as a cargo ship & finally being sold for scrap in 1952.
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LOT# A11_1113

STARTING PRICE : $5000

1st known Israeli registered letter LATE FEE: applied to 7 DEC. 1950 postmarked large 'provisional government' postal stationary printed
matter registered air mail envelope, sent from the General Post Office JERUSALEM to BROOKLYN New York, franked 320pr at the FA-2a postage
period rate for 65pr base 25g printed matter + 3x 65pr additional 75g weight + 25pr registry fee + 30pr LATE FEE, with 5pr left over, paid using
mix of 6pc 50pr plate block of the 1st Airmail stamp series (05247; Ba #35) + late use 5pr Doar Ivri tabbed block (Ba #2) & tied by 3 strikes of
JERUSALEM-3 (sorting office) postmark on front + 1x on back.
Though not endorsed "printed matter" the subsequent military censor seals perfectly along the envelope flaps suggest that these
served to close the unsealed cover when submitted for dispatch (per printed matter regulations mail had to be submitted unsealed) - the
censor otherwise always slit mail open on the edges and resealed it there; when finally opened by the addressee the cover was slit open at left.
Backstamped 11 DEC 1950 NEW YORK transit + "Free of Duty" handstamp by New York customs on front, next day Registered Section transit & 13
DEC arrival.
The printed matter rate is unlisted in Bale, published 19 Oct. 1949 in the Palestine Post; the late fee since 1 Oct. 1948 was 5pr for regular letters
and 30pr for registered mail - this fee being very rare to find, here the first confirmed instance of its use during the Israeli postal
administration.
Glassman assigns Jerusalem-3 to the sorting office "for small lots of mail" and highlights Jerusalem-7 as being the postmark used at the late
acceptance desk at the public counter of the GPO; as this cover is return addressed to a sender at the GPO itself, this may explain why it was
deposited/postmarked within the head post office - by an employee and not an external customer at the public counter. The addessee, Nat
Peshkin, was the founder and president of the Israel-Palestine Philatelic Society of Los Angeles, and as such, the type of franking used is
understandable on esthetic grounds.
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Postal History of Israel since 1951
LOT# A11_1114

STARTING PRICE : $80

Air mail to Bulgaria: 15 Jan 1951 postmarked airmail cover, sent from TEL AVIV to SOFIA & franked 40pr at the FA-2a postage
period rate for Europe using mix of 30pr 1st Airmail (Ba #33) + 10pr 1950 3rd Coinage (Ba #43) stamps tied by local machine
slogan cancel; tied on front by Bulgarian censor circular cachet & machine slogan backstamped 26 Jan SOFIA arrival; cut
open at right, a few holes upper left. Rare postal link & censor mark.

LOT# A11_1115

STARTING PRICE : $160

Unusual - air letter postage for airmail letter: 4 Aug 1951 postmarked air mail cover on standard Israeli airmail postal stationary, sent from
TEL AVIV to NEW BRUNSWICK USA but franked 50pr rather than 80pr during the FA-2a postage rate period - 50pr being the rate for air
letters/aerograms which this cover clearly is not; paid using a marginal 50pr 1st Airmails stamp (Ba #35) & tied by single strike of the local
postmark; backflap missing but no indications of postage dues being imposed or auxiliary markings suggesting surface transit rather than air.
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LOT# A11_1116

STARTING PRICE : $80

Printed matter document by air mail: 30 Aug 1951 postmarked flier by the Philatelic Service, sent from TEL AVIV to LOS
ANGELES & franked 60pr at the FA-2a postage period rate using a pair of 30pr 1st Airmail (Ba #33) stamps tied by single strike of
the TEL AVIV-1 (head post office) postmark. A rare instance of printed matter document sent by air mail . Of note, the
postage rate was actually 65pr but most pieces of mail are observed franked 60pr without being taxed.

LOT# A11_1117

STARTING PRICE : $120

Unusual Lod Airport post office mail: 4 Sept 1951 postmarked registered air mail cover sent from LUDD SDE TUFA (Lod Airport) to WEST HARTFORD &franked
108pr at the FA-2a period rate (80pr letter + 25pr registration, with 3pr philatelic overpayment) using mix of 50pr 1st Airmails (Ba #35) + 5pr & 50pr 1950 3rd Coinage
(Ba #42/46) + late usage 3m Doar Ivri (Ba #1) stamps tied by 3x strikes of the Lud airport post office postmark on front + 2x on back; the cover wassubsequently
routed via TEL AVIV the same day where it was backstamped twice by TEL AVIV-4 (per William Farber's research this may have been the parcel post department, used
also for compulsory registration) - per Simmons & Pearl research censorship offices existed in Haifa, Jerusalem & Tel Aviv, and this routing may have been necessary for
the cover to be front-stamped by the Israeli "mem" type I (possibly "tet" type IA) censor (on the Doar Ivri stamp) - an importantproving postmark for censorship
research; subsequently backstamped 8 Sept 1951 transit & arrival; opened at top, back-flap loose but cover complete.
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LOT# A11_1118

STARTING PRICE : $160

Palestine Discount Bank post office: 25 Nov 1951 postmarked registered airmail commercial cover on imprinted postal stationary of the bank,
sent from TEL AVIV to company in NEW YORK & franked 105pr at the FA-2a postage period rate for 80pr letter + 25pr registration fee, using mix of
2x 50pr 1st Airmail (Ba #35) + 5pr 1951 New Year (Ba #56) stamps tied by 2x strikes of the TEL AVIV-30 postmark on front + 1x on back; tied by
TEL AVIV-6 Mandate-era registry label + Israeli "tet" censor cachet on front; backstamped 29 Nov transit-arrival + customs declaration form
handstamp on front identifying the contents as checks; cut open at 3 sides for display.Rare postal history as mail from TEL AVIV-6 is scarce,
here tying the registry index number to the TEL AVIV-30 postmark (important proving postmark) - as yet undocumented as belonging to
this post office.

LOT# A11_1119

STARTING PRICE : $100

1952 reused envelope for air mail: 11 Jan 1952 postmarked airmail cover sent from JERUSALEM to DETROIT on previously franked 15pr as
domestic cover sent in Dec 1951 from organization in Pardes Hanna to Jerusalem, now freshly franked 80pr per the FA-2a postage period rate to the
US using mix of full tabbed 50pr 1st Airmail (Ba #35) + full tabbed 10pr & 4pc 5pr plate block 1950 3rd Coinage (Ba #42/43) stamps tied by 3x
strikes of JERUSALEM-1 (head post office) postmark; English letter (about collecting & philately) enclosed with receipt date 6 Jan 1952 stamped on
front; slit open at top, unusual instance of reused envelope for overseas mail.
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LOT# A11_1120

STARTING PRICE : $80

Early scarce FA-3 postage period airmail: 5 Feb 1952 postmarked air mail cover on imprinted business postal stationary,
sent from TEL AVIV to NEW YORK & franked 85pr at the new postage rate which entered force on 1 Feb. 1952, using mix of 50pr
1st Airmails (Ba #35) + 5pr & 30pr 1950 3rd Coinage (Ba #42/45) stamps tied by 2x full strikes of TEL AVIV-20 (head post office)
postmark; tied on front by Israeli "mem" censor cachet; back-flap missing.A scarce short-lived rate which rose to 220pr on 1
April.

LOT# A11_1121

STARTING PRICE : $100

Postage Paid postmark - in black ink: 12 March 1952 postmarked printed matter postcard with imprinted message, sent
locally in JERUSALEM from second-hand bookstore to the Municipality & marked "return postage guaranteed", tied by PAYE Alef
indexed postmark (Nacht #289-57) - in black ink, unusual as 'postage paid' markings are always in red ink; front-stamped next
day receipt at the Municipality; hole-punched.
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LOT# A11_1122

STARTING PRICE : $80

Rare FA-3 postage period air mail: 24 March 1952 postmarked printed matter airmail cover from Israeli Ministry of
Communications Philatelic Service in TEL AVIV to LOS ANGELES & franked 60pr at the FA-3 postage period rate using 40pr 1st
Airmail (Ba #34) + 2x 10pr 1950 3rd Coinage (Ba #43) stamps tied by 2x full strikes of the TEL AVIV-1 head post office postmark;
unsealed per printed matter regulations. A rare postage rate period which lasted for only 2 months , between 1 Feb. and 31
March 1952; the printed matter rate subsequently rose to 165pr.

LOT# A11_1123

STARTING PRICE : $80

1956 era express taxi mail: undated stampless cover addressed to the French consul general in JERUSALEM, tied by express mail etiquette &
official green Post Office label imprinted "Fee Paid" confirming the payment of required postage (a necessary fee for the taxi transport service of
the mail to be legal) and tied by an illustrated slogan cachet of the Kesher Taxi service "Sent by Taxi Kesher - The Most Efficient Service in
Israel"). As per the staple holes on the right the original taxi dispatch label has been removed; torn open at back, mostly complete. The addressee,
Benjamin Cohen Harounoff, is observed on other pieces of mail as serving as the consul general in the 1956 era.
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LOT# A11_1124

STARTING PRICE : $160

Rare - mail from Iran: 16 Sept 1958 (or 1959) postmarked mini [printed matter] air mail cover sent from the Jewish
Agency office in TEHRAN to Chairman of the Board of Bank Leumi in TEL AVIV, franked 2R using a 1958 Mohammad Reze Shah
Pahlavi definitive stamp tied by local machine cancel; unsealed per printed matter regulations. The instructional handstamps
appear to be those of the Jewish Agency. Israel and Iran renewed postal relations on 9 Jan 1951 but mail from Iran is rare.

LOT# A11_1125

STARTING PRICE : $100

Recycled postal stationary as official mail: 24 Aug 1960 postmarked local JERUSALEM stampless official mail cover on
imprinted government postal stationary, here produced from old celebratory postal stationary of the 1958 10th anniversary
of Israel's independence (visible from the inside); tied by Postal Bank machine slogan cancel (Nacht #SI89) on 2nd to last day of
use + dispatching government office cachet; opened gently at back. Unsual.
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LOT# A11_1126

STARTING PRICE : $220

RARE - Israeli 'Cash on Delivery' mail: 26 Aug 1960 postmarked parcel receipt for package weighing 3.8kg sent from JERUSALEM to book
store in RISHON LE ZION & tied by triangular Hebrew-French COD ('Goviena') adhesive, cancelled at JERUSALEM-23 (parcels department); the slip
documents that 25 x 40 prutot (1000pr) were charged & paid by the store upon receipt of the package: likely the fee paid was for anexpress
mailed non-Israeli produced book package, for which the rate was 500pr for 3.8kg weight + 500pr for the express service. Although there
was a currency redenomination from 1/1000 fractional Prutot to 1/100 Agorot on 1 Jan. 1960 it seems the postal charges here were still being
calculated & levied in Prutot. A rare postal item as COD.

LOT# A11_1127

STARTING PRICE : $120

The 1978 Israeli Post Office workers strike: early OCT 1978 postmarked air mail cover sent from FOREST HILLS USA to JERUSALEM, franked for the period airmail
postage rate & tied by machine cancel. Shortly thereafter & prior to overseas dispatch the cover was stamped by a carmine instructional marking RETURN TO SENDER |
SERVICE TEMPORARILY SUSPENDED DUE TO EMBARGO - a major strike of the Israeli Post Office took place between 8-12 October 1978, and it seems foreign post
offices (in the US specifically) may have been warned ahead of time of this possibility and chose to pre-emptively suspend mail service to Israel for fear of an
accumulation of mail over a period that might be long, choosing instead to return the mail to the sender. Here, the cover bears additional 1.10L Israeli franking and
tied by a 19 October TEL AVIV-236 postmark: apparently the sender received the letter back while in the States, and then posted it in Israel when he was in the country
(adding in Hebrew "manuscripts" on the front) - a scenario described by Shimony in HLPH #1 p.12-13. Otherwise, the sender would have been entitled per UPU regulations
to resend the letter without additional postage, from the States after the strike. Although other "no service" markings on mail from this event are known their variations
may be due to the instructional markings available at the different International Exchange Offices, of which there are some 22 in the US. Slit open at top.
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LOT# A11_1128

STARTING PRICE : $80

1985 Hyperinflation airmail to Britain + Dead Letter Office: 3 Oct 1985 postmarked airmail cover sent from JERUSALEM to LEIGH ON SEA &
meter franked 400IS in the worst period of Israel's hyperinflation; subsequently received but found to bear an unknown address & manuscript
marked "no such number" + 2x instructional marking handstamps to return the mail to the sender; backstamped 23 Oct 1985 SOUTHEND ON SEA
return dispatch (Leigh on Sea is a district of the city) - likely by surface mail - but on arrival in Israel the cover was found not to have a return
address; per UPU regulations it was opened to see if the correspondence revealed a return address - apparently not as backstamped 15 Jan 1985
JERUSALEM dead letter office. Nicely documented cover; slit open at top, piece of backflap missing.

LOT# A11_1129

STARTING PRICE : $80

The State of Judea (Medinat Yehuda) FDC 1st day imprinted postal stationary cover , franked by tabbed trio set of 30 agorot denominated
adhesives; limited edition of 500 covers. The State of Judea was a proposed Halachic country that right wing Israelis declared to exist in the West
Bank at an assembly chaired by Rabbi Meir Kahane (Kahana) on 18 Jan. 1989, in response to the Palestine Liberation Organzation's Dec. 1988
declaration of the State of Palestine; the cover is ostensibly first-dated to the 1st of Nissan (i.e. 6 April 1989) but this may be to highlight the slogan
"In Nissan we were liberated and in Nissan we will be liberated"; unused.
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LOT# A11_1130

STARTING PRICE : $200

MASSAD Computer vended postage label - 1991 experimental printing: [ 1st day] 17 June 1991 dated & 08:27 time-stamped vending
machine printed adhesive label for 2.60nis postage (Ba #M14; 0.60nis base domestic letter rate + 2nis regstry fee), with 'T' imprint in the frame,
affixed to local JERUSALEM addressed registered cover tied by JERUSALEM-13 registry label; backstamped same day JERUSALEM-30 arrival; still
sealed & containing handwritten message in English. This label was produced & sold only at the Jerusalem Beit HaKerem post office between
17-18 June 1991 on an experimental basis, using one of 3 machines - here "102056". A rare label, especially as registered 1sst day cover (FDC).

LOT# A11_1131

STARTING PRICE : $160

Klussendorf machine vended stamp as 5.35nis postage (1.15nis base letter + 4.20nis registry fee) affixed to 29 Dec 1998 postmarked
local JERUSALEM registered commercial cover on imprinted business postal stationary addressed to the Execution Office & tied by 1x strike of
JERUSALEM-58 postmark on front + 1x on back and JERUSALEM-114 registry label; opened gently at back. A rare example of genuine use of
Klussendorf machine franking - these labels were not popular with the public and so very little genuine (non-philatelic) mail is observed franked by
them. Here this is a label produced by a machine of the Israel Postal Service (not the German printing), as it lacks a cliche number below "nis" on
the left.
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Israeli Taxed & Postage Dues Mail
LOT# A11_1132

STARTING PRICE : $500

3 Color 1st postage dues on taxed incoming British air mail: 13 Sept 1949 airmailed small commercial (printed matter)
cover, sent from BOURNEMOUTH-POOLE to HAIFA, endorsed "by Air Mail" & franked 3d; the cover was possibly pre-franked for
the period overseas surface rate before being endorsed "air mail" and likely entered uncancelled into a letter box as subsequently
postmarked by machine cancel - but then marked for tax as the period letter postage rate to the Middle East was 6d.
The cover was taxed by the Foreign Section of the London head post office using tall mute hexigonal serifed-T cachet with boxed
F.S initials below (probably Type FS-2 per the Postage Due Mail study group) & "42" in manuscript for the UPU's gold centimes
equivalent of double the deficiency, based on the period exchange rate of 7gc = 1d where 2x the 3d deficiency (=6) multiplied by
7gc came to 42g cts.
At this time the Israeli fractional Pruta currency was officially worth 1g ctm, so the tax was converted at parity and charged 42pr
locally on 19 Sept 1949 using 3 color franking of the 1st Postage Dues stamp series composed of 1x 20pr + 1x 10pr + 4x 3pr
franks (Ba #PD1/3/4) tied by 3x strikes of the head post office postmark. Opened at back.Scarce use of 1st postage dues
stamps on incoming mail + 3 color franking, est. value $850+.
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LOT# A11_1133

STARTING PRICE : $160

1953 surface mail returned for substitute postage: April 1953 postmarked surface mail commemorative cover, sent
from HOLON to LOS ANGELES & franked 115pr for the SU-3a period 95pr base letter rate, using 15pr tete-beche & tetebeche gutter pair stamps of the 3rd Coinage series (Ba #44; 75pr total) + 10pr & 30pr stamps of the 2nd postage dues series,
and tied by 4 strikes of the HOLON-3 postmark (with deformed date slug); subsequently returned to sender with instructional
handstamp on back requesting additional 145pr in postage stamps - the post office rejected the use of postage dues stamps,
circling them on the front, and calculated the deficiency based on the presumption that the sender wanted to use air mail whose
rate was 220pr to the US; backstamped 1 MAY HOLON-3 return. The sender in fact had intended to use surface mail and so
paid the deficiency of 20pr for the 95pr rate - this paid at HOLON-2 on 4 MAY with 2x 10pr singles; subsequentlypassed the
censor ('Mem' circular mark on stamp & offset at back) - a proving mark that the cover was indeed dispatched abroad; slit open
at top. The staple holes through the backflap were probably from an attached memoradum from the post office regarding the
returned mail. Unusual type of overseas mail.
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LOT# A11_1134

STARTING PRICE : $160

1953 air mail returned for substitute postage: 27 May 1953 postmarked airmail cover, sent from HOLON to LOS ANGELES
& franked 255pr for the FA-3a period 220pr base letter rate, using 5pr & 20pr tete-beche & tete-beche gutter pair stamps
of the 3rd & 4th Coinage series (Ba #42/60) + 40pr single of the 1951 Tel Aviv issue (Ba #48; 145pr total) + 20pr & 50pr stamps
of the 2nd postage dues series, and tied by multiple strikes of the HOLON-3 postmark; subsequently returned to sender with
instructional handstamp on back requesting additional 35pr in postage stamps - the post office rejected the use of postage dues
stamps, and calculated the deficiency based on the base letter air mail rate of 220pr to the US; backstamped 31 MAY HOLON-3
return. The sender subsequently added another 35pr in postage on the back- this paid at HOLON-2 the same day; subsequently
passed the censor ('Alef' circular mark on back) - a proving mark that the cover was indeed dispatched abroad; slit open at top.
The staple holes through the lower-right were probably from an attached memoradum from the post office regarding the returned
mail. Unusual type of overseas mail.
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LOT# A11_1135

STARTING PRICE : $160

Late era compusory registration: 8 JAN 1954 postmarked extra weight airmail cover sent from NEW YORK to Rabbi Zvi
Yehuda Kook in JERUSALEM, franked 75c & tied by multiple strikes of the local postmark; subsequently opened by the Israeli
censor who inserted a censor memorandum explaining undeclared valuables contained therein and fined the equivalent of
registered service, here "compulsory regsitration", for having contained "12 food stamps worth $250" - this then corrected on
the memorandum to "two hundred dollars only and not more", on 20 JAN 1954 (probably when the addressee came to pay the fee
and ascertain the penalty); backstamped next day delivery. A rare instance of the censor memorandum included with the
mail item.
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LOT# A11_1136

STARTING PRICE : $240

1956 taxed US 1st Day cover: 15 Dec 1956 postmarked surface mailed illustrated FDC "Children of all Nations" cover, sent
from WASHINGTON DC to TEL AVIV & short-paid at 3c + tied by First Day of Issue machine slogan cancel; marked for tax in NEW
YORK & charged 30 gold centimes for twice the deficiency (in gold centimes); in Israel this was converted to 180 prutot at the
period rate of 6pr:1g ctm & paid on back + cancelled by 2x postmarks, but the stamps have been removed; slit open at top.
Rare FDC + postage dues + surface mail combination.

LOT# A11_1137

STARTING PRICE : $160

5000pr highly charged top of the pile taxed mail: 16 May 1957 postmarked printed matter commercial cover, sent locally in TEL AVIV &
franked by machine prepayment 50pr at the DO-7 period domestic printed matter postage rate; the address was subsequently determined to be
incorrect & unknown (instructional handstamps & manuscript on back) & as the envelope is stamped on front "return postage guaranteed", this
letter and all others to same addressee were returned together with the total tax calculated and applied to the cover placed at the top of the pile here, charged 5000 Prutot, the 50pr return fee (same as the sending fee) for 100 letters and paid on 2 June, partially with 1700pr in stamps &
likely the balance in cash, using 4x 50pr + 6x 250pr 3rd Postage Dues series stamps (Ba #PD17/20), tied by 5x strikes of the TEL AVIV-28 (head
post office) postmark. Unsealed per printed matter regulations. Rare high postage dues charge & franking.
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LOT# A11_1138

STARTING PRICE : $160

1957 incoming Algerian taxed surface mail: 5 Sept 1957 postmarked surface mail cover on imprinted business postal stationary, sent from
CONSTANTINE to French vice consul in JERUSALEM & franked 20F using local stamps tied by machine cancel - the cover was short-paid and
manuscript marked for 0.26c tax.
The cover was subsequently backstamped 8 OCT transit arrival with machine cancel & charged 155pr as per the period conversion of gold
centimes to Prutot, 6pr = 1gc, at Jerusalem-2 (head post office) the same day using strip of 3x 50pr + 5pr single using 3rd series postage dues
stamps; backstamped same day Jerusalem-81 delivery & slit open at top.
A rare postal link: Algeria, then a French colony, renewed postal relations with Israel on 27 March 1949 and maintained them until 1962, when
the country gained its independence, joined the Arab League and adopted its boycott of Israel.

LOT# A11_1139

STARTING PRICE : $160

Incoming Dutch taxed mail prior to 1962 currency devaluation : 5 Jan 1962 postmarked air mail cover on Israeli airmail postal stationary,
sent from ROTTERDAM to HAIFA & franked 30c - but found to beunder-paid & marked for tax by the Dutch post office, charging the cover 10
gold centimes for twice the deficient postage. In Israel the post office converted the gold centimes fee per the period exchange rate of 0.6 agora :
1g ctm - just prior to the 9 Feb. 1962 devaluation of the Israeli currency which set the agora on parity with the gold centime - andcharged the
cover 6 agorot, levied on 9 Jan at the HAIFA-37 post office, using a 0.06L 1961 Zodiac stamp (Ba #206); opened gently at back.Rare postage
dues period for 1962, lasting just 40 days at the 0.6ag:1gc rate.
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LOT# A11_1140

STARTING PRICE : $200

1963 domestic 'top of the pile' taxed franking over 2 covers: 10 Mar 1963 postmarked printed matter window cover on
imprinted business postal stationary, sent from TEL AVIV & franked 8ag at the DO-12 period domestic printed matter postage rate
using machine pre-payment; the address was subsequently determined to be unknown (instructional handstamp on back of 1st
cover + manuscript on back of 2nd cover) & as the envelope is imprinted at base "return postage guaranteed", this letter and all
others to same addressee were returned together with the total tax calculated and applied to the cover placed at the top of the
pile - here, charged 624 Agorot, the 8ag return fee (same as the sending fee) for 78 letters and paid on 22 March at TEL
AVIV-6 (head post office) using 26 stamps on 2 covers, 24x 0.25L & pair 0.12L 1961 Zodiac Ba #210/213 franks; unsealed per
printed matter regulations. Unusual instance of mass franking requiring 2 covers; estimated value $430+
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LOT# A11_1141

STARTING PRICE : $160

1963 taxed & returned surface mail: 21 Aug 1963 postmarked surface mailed cover on Dan Hotel postal stationary, sent
from hotel guest in TEL AVIV to ROCHESTER NY & franked 0.12L using a Zodiac series stamp, tied by single strike of the TEL
AVIV-23 post office; this was short-paid for the 0.20L period base letter rate (0.12L was for additional weight by surface mail) and
oddly the Israeli postal service did not notice/mark the cover accordingly.
In the US the cover was subsequently marked by a boxed T taxe mark for 16 gold centimes, which at the Foreign Section in New
York (instructional handstamp on front) converted to 6c US at a rate of 2.66gc:1c and charged as such using a US postage dues
single stamp & machine cancelled + docketed 23 Sept '63 date on front; machine slogan backstamped 26 Sept arrival - but the
addressee was not found (manuscript notation on front) & cover marked in red pen forreturn to the hotel's address; received
back in Israel & tied by Israeli bi-lingual "return to" instructional marking on front. Torn open at back, complete. As the postage
dues was not anulled the charge was evidentally paid.An unusual instance of the receiving postal administration marking
incoming mail for tax.
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LOT# A11_1142

STARTING PRICE : $160

Postage Dues rarity - late use of gold centimes in taxe fraction era: 4 March 1966 postmarked surface mailed cover sent from HITCHIN UK
to HAIFA & franked 4d - but short-paid & marked for tax by the Foreign Section at the LONDON post office using 14C denominated hexigonal
taxe mark, charging the cover 14 gold centimes for twice the deficient postage (in gold centimes) - this remarkable as the international method
(within the Universal Postal Union - most of the world) for calculating & charging postage dueschanged on 1 Jan 1966 to the taxe fraction
method whereby the sending postal administration wrote the calculated tax as a fraction, with the numerator representing twice the deficiency in
postage and the denominator representing the country's base letter surface postage rate; the receiving postal administration would then multiply
that fraction by its own base surface letter rate to yield the postage dues to charge in local currency. Here though, until 1 Oct. 1966 the UK
continued using the superseeded approach of calculating twice the deficient postage in terms of gold centimes - here the cover was 2d under paid
for the base 6d one ounce surface letter rate & taxed 4d, converted to 14 gold centimes at the period rate of 1d : 3½g ctm.
Although Israel had already moved over to the taxe fraction method the post office continued processing gold centimes taxed mail using the
country's existing exchange rate, which was then 0.98 agorot : 1g ctm, and taxed the cover locally 14 agorot, paid on 30 March at HAIFA-37 using
a vertical pair of 0.07L 1961 Zodiac stamps (Ba #207); slit open at top.
Using the taxe fraction method, double the deficiency of 4d would be written above the base rate of 6d, and then multiplied in Israel by the
country's base surface letter rate of 25 agorot (in use until 31 March) - this would have yielded a tax of 16.7 agorot, essentially 3ag more than
charged here. A remarkable instance of a parallel postage dues taxation method in use - this is presently the latest known dated
gold centimes charged cover in Israel.
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LOT# A11_1143

STARTING PRICE : $160

1966 early taxe fraction era incoming French taxed mail - not penalized: 8 March 1966 postmarked local PARIS commercial cover meter franked 30c;
backstamped 10 March arrival - the addressee apparently left but there was a forwarding address and that on the cover was revised to "Poste Restante" in TEL AVIV
(the mail would be held for the addressee at the post office for her to pick up), and forwarded to Israel by surface mail; there was no fee for the redirection of mail as
per the Universal Postal Union, but any short-payment in the overseas postage needed to be made up. Here the French post office identified the cover as beingshortpaid for overseas surface postage & marked it for tax (in manuscript) using the new taxe fraction method instituted as of 1 Jan 1966 by the Universal Postal Union's
(UPU) Vienna convention, of the sending postal administration indicating the amount owed as twice the deficiency in the numerator and the country's base letter surface
postage rate in the denominator - based on the cataloguer observing other mail to this addressee similarly forwarded in this period, here the post office uniquely charged
cover only the actual deficiency of 30c (and not twice that as observed on the other mail) for the 60c rate, and so charged the net deficiency of 30c as the tax .
Apparently the subsequent frequency of other redirected mail caused the French post office to begin penalizing the addressee by doubling the deficiency as generally
done on postage due mail.
In Israel this ratio was multiplied by the country's new period base letter surface postage rate of 30 agorot (as of 1 April), yielding a calculated postage dues tax amount
of 15ag, levied on 14 June at TEL AVIV-30 (head post office) using 0.07L & 0.08L 1961 Zodiac stamps (Ba #207/208) & backstamped same day transit-arrival at the TEL
AVIV-27 post office; per manuscript on back a notice was written out on 26 June for the addressee to come & pay for the letter - but evidentally this did not happen and as
per the re-routing of the address to the Dan Hotel + 11 July TEL AVIV-87 backstamp (Nordau Street branch post office, which serviced the hotel), there was an
additional attempt to deliver the letter & charge the postage dues. The manuscript number "3219" on the front is the hotel's post office box number to which other taxed
covers are observed sent, until the guest came to pay for the letter.
Although the tax stamps are not annulled apparently the addressee left the country by this time and the cover was finally handstamped on back with "left / return to
sender" instructional marking + French word "Suivre" (turn over) on front: although there is no return address the Israeli post office likely tried returning the cover to the
original address on the front. Per other covers forwarded to same person in March, she was in Israel in April but by June had left; here this cover was dispatched late by sea
and missed her. Slit open at left.
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LOT# A11_1144

STARTING PRICE : $220

1966 early taxe fraction era incoming US taxed mail - using concessionary Israeli rate: 14(?) Apr 1966 postmarked airmail picture postcard (Martinique Hotel),
sent from MIAMI BEACH to guests at Dan Hotel in TEL AVIV & franked 9c - but short paid & marked for tax by the US post office using the new taxe fraction method
instituted as of 1 Jan 1966 by the Universal Postal Union's (UPU) Vienna convention, of the sending postal administration indicating the amount owed as twice the
deficiency in the numerator and the country's base letter surface postage rate in the denominator - here the cover wasdeficient 2c for the 7c rate, and charged 4c as
the tax.
In Israel this ratio was multiplied by the country's base letter surface postage rate to yield the the postage dues in local currency: as of 1 April this rate was 30 agorot, but
this would have yielded a calculated tax of 17 agorot - as the cover was only taxed 10ag, likely the post office used the now superseded rate of 0.25L which would
have yielded a 14ag tax, and this could still have been legitimately rounded to the nearest denominated stamp available for tax, here levied on 17 April using a 0.10L
1961 Zodiac stamp (Ba #209); backstamped next day TEL AVIV-87 (Nordau Street branch post office, which serviced the hotel) transit-arrival; the manuscript number
"3219" on the front is the hotel's post office box number to which other taxed covers are observed sent, until the guest came to pay for the mail.A rare instance of an
old postage rate being used as a concessionary basis to calculate postage dues.

LOT# A11_1145

STARTING PRICE : $240

Concessionary postage dues in the Vienna Convention era: 27 Dec 1967 postmarked surface mailed cover sent from the International Association of Hotel and
Restaurant Employees in DUSSELDORF to the organization's branch in TEL AVIV at the Dan Hotel & franked 30pr; the cover was evidentally short-paid and marked for
tax by the German post office using the fraction method instituted as of 1 Jan 1966 by the Universal Postal Union's (UPU) Vienna convention, of the sending postal
administration indicating the amount owed as twice the deficiency in the numerator and the base letter surface postage rate in the denominator - here the cover was
deficient 20pf for the 50pr rate, and was being charged 40pf as tax.
In Israel this ratio was multiplied by the country's period worldwide surface letter rate of 30 agorot, and the resulting postage dues charge came to 24ag, noted in
manuscript by the post office above the German fraction handstamp - butonly 12ag was actually charged (the net deficiency and not twice the amount, as a penalty),
a concessionary rate likely because it was an organization (as other hotel-addressed mail is not observed with discounted postage dues); here paid on 17 Jan 1968 at
TEL AVIV-87 post office (Tel Nordau branch post office) using a 1967 Nature Reserves issue stamp (Ba #389); slit open at top.A rare instance of concessionary
taxation for NGO-addressed mail.
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LOT# A11_1146

STARTING PRICE : $240

1968 taxed incoming US postcard to soldier & not charged: 6 Dec 1968 postmarked surface mailed picture postcard
(Algiers Hotel) with Hebrew message, sent from MIAMI BEACH to soldier at military post office in ISRAEL;posted with franking
which apparently fell off (evidenced by partially missing machine slogan cancel) & marked for postage dues tax in the US using
the fraction method, of writing twice the deficient postage in the numerator and country's base letter surface postage rate in the
denominator, here 10/8 for a deficiency of 5c in the postage. Had the postcard been sent completely unfranked the postage dues
would have been 2x the full 8c postage rate.
In Israel this fraction was to have been multiplied by the country's equivalent base letter surface postage rate of 30 agorot in order
to calculate the amount to charge & while thepostcard was clearly marked for tax this was apparently ignored in Israel and not
charged the postage dues - likely because the addressee was a soldier , here rare concessionary postage dues handling.
Ordinarily the mail item would have been franked with stamps for the postage dues, and if left unpaid or refused acceptance by
the addressee these would be "annulled" with an instructional marking - hence here a deliberate policy of overriding the postage
dues.
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LOT# A11_1147

STARTING PRICE : $160

1969 poste restante taxed air mail to Austria & returned: 18 June 1969 postmarked airmail cover on Dan Hotel postal
stationary, sent from unidentified hotel guest in TEL AVIV to 'poste restante' address in VIENNA (the mail is held at the post office
until the addressee comes to collect it - ideal for tourists and travellers) & franked 0.40L per the letter airmail rate to Europe
established in 1966 (this rose to 0.50L in Oct. 1970) using a 0.40L 1965 Town Emblems stamp (Ba #365), tied by full strike of the
TEL AVIV-229 postmark.
Some countries, like Austria, charge a fee for Poste Restante service while others, like Israel, don't: here the cover was
backstamped 21 June transit-arrival & taxed 50gr for the service that same day - however the letter remained unclaimed for a
month, so the charge was subsequently annulled by pen manuscript around 14 July per docketed date at top left on front with
the cover marked "unclaimed" (label on back) & resent to the hotel's address on 23 July (backstamp); slit open at top by the hotel
in order to return the letter but without success. Original correspondence still inside.
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LOT# A11_1148

STARTING PRICE : $200

1969 incoming US postage due air mail affected by postal strike: 7 Aug 1969 postmarked airmail cover on imprinted
business postal stationary sent from FLUSHING to TEL AVIV & endorsed 'special delivery'; franked 55c using a pair of 25c Frederick
Douglass stamps + 5c 1966 SIPEX exhibition cut-out stamp (from souvenir sheet), tied by 2x strikes of the local postmark in
black + 2x more in violet - cut-out stamps are not valid postage in the US & the post office taxed the cover both for the invalid
frank + unpaid extra weight.
Using the taxe fraction method instituted as of 1 Jan 1966 by the Universal Postal Union's (UPU) Vienna convention, of the sending
postal administration indicating the amount owed as twice the deficiency in the numerator and the country's base letter surface
postage rate in the denominator - here the cover was deficient 15c for the 13c rate, and charged 30c as the tax.
In Israel this ratio was multiplied by the country's period worldwide base letter surface rate of 30 agorot: the result should have
yielded a postage dues tax of 69ag, but the cover was charged 92ag - a result possible only if the clerk had misread the
manuscript as "40/13", as apparently occurred. The postage dues was paid on the back on 8 Aug at the TEL AVIV-92 (Herzl Street
branch post office) using a mix of 0.80L 1968 5th airmails Ba #417 + 0.12L 1965 1st town emblem Ba #334 franks; backstamped
Sunday 10 Aug. TEL AVIV-91 (Herzl Street BPO) delivery; cut open at left.
The unrelated Hebrew instructional marking "Ain Hafnaya" ("no transmission") is likely a protest mark, the result of strikes which
affected the postal service at this time (July-Aug.).
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LOT# A11_1149

STARTING PRICE : $160

Late Vienna Convention era postage dues on incoming Belgian mail: 2 Feb 1976 postmarked airmail cover sent from
GHENT to TEL AVIV & franked 10F; the cover was deposited uncancelled in a letter box & so stamped by the bilingual
instructional marking; the postage was subsequently determined to be short paid , and the calculation applied by the Belgian
post office was of the taxe fraction (whose use ended with the introduction of a "handling fee" in Israel for incorrectly franked mail,
on 1 April 1976) - here written as twice the deficiency in the numerator and the country's base letter surface postage rate in the
denominator, charged 3/10 for a deficiency of 1½ Francs.
In Israel this fraction was multiplied against the period worldwide base letter surface postage rate of 1.20L, yielding a calculated
postage dues amount of 0.36L rounded to the nearest denominated stamp available at the post office, which was 0.35L. Slit
open at top. The staple holes at the top fastened the Israeli post office's notice to the addressee that postage dues needed to be
paid.
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LOT# A11_1150

STARTING PRICE : $120

Modern taxe era postage dues + currency redenomination: 16 Dec 1980 postmarked air mailed cover sent from small
locale SAMEDAN Switzerland to guest at Dan Hotel in TEL AVIV &franked 80c; subsequently determined to have been short-paid
& taxed locally using the revised taxe fraction method of 1 Jan 1976, whereby the deficiency alone was written in the numerator
(no longer double the amount as the tax) and the country's base letter surface postage rate written in the denominator, here
10/90 - this was to be multiplied in the receiving country by its equivalent base surface postage rate and adding a 'handling fee'
for mail sent incorrectly franked.
In Israel the post office multiplied the 10/90 fraction by its period base letter surface postage rate of 17 Lira, yielding an
equivalent deficiency in local currency of 1.89IL; to this was added the handling fee of 9.50IL, yielding a total calculated
postage due fee of 11.38IL.
As of Feb. 1980 Israel's inflationary Lira currency was redenominated to (Old) Shekels at a rate of 10:1, which meant that the
calculated tax should have been 1.14IS; at the time the new Shekel definitive issue postage stamps were issued in small
denominations were low but apparently not available at the time of the tax charge, so rounded to the nearest denomination
available, here 1.50 Shekels (note the postal clerk's alteration of the taxe mark to Shekels), when received on 6 Jan 1981. The
long 20 day transit time is likely due to postal strikes that occurred in Israel at the end of Dec. 1980.
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Postal History of the Arab Postal Boycott
LOT# A11_1151

STARTING PRICE : $200

Rare Jordanian postal boycott "no service" marking on 19 Dec 1964 air letter (aerogram) sent from MILL VALLEY
California US to JERUSALEM "Israel", but mis-routed to Jordanian East Jerusalem : here it was transferred to AMMAN which
handled all mail to eastern Jerusalem, and the cover was released for further sorting at the supposed destination. Here the error in
routing was discovered & the cover was backstamped 24 DEC 1964 Jerusalem-5 arrival whereupon the front was stamped with
the rare violet bilingual French-Arabic boxed instructional marking "Pas de Communication" (Kibble type III) and returned to
sender, probably after a deliberate delay as backstamped 15 FEB 1965 Air Mail Field Kennedy in New York; not resent.Fewer
than 20 covers marked by T-III are known to Kibble, and most which are originate from Britain.
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LOT# A11_1152

STARTING PRICE : $500

Undocumented Arab postal boycott marking: 20 Oct 1971 postmarked air mail cover sent from tiny locale BAR'AM via Merom HaGalil mobile
post to addressee at BALGA "West Africa" (Upper Volta / Burkina Faso) & franked 0.70IL - ironically 20 days into a new postage rate period
starting 1 October, should have been 0.75IL but accepted untaxed & tied by 2x strikes of the mobile post office. As a former French colony the
destination country's mail was likely routed via France where this cover's transmission was stopped & manuscript marked "unknown locale" +
"return to sender" on account of no country being specified in the address.
The dispatching locale is near the Lebanese border and may be the reason why the cover is subsequentlystamped 3x by a unique BEIRUT
bilingual violet postal marking "Pas de relations avec Ysrael" - unlisted in Kibble: with right-justified Arabic (as Arabic is read right-to-left) similar
to Type IV-A but further to the right, and with 43mm wide French text as Type IV-B, except with more closely spaced letters like "as" in "Pas". The
cover was evidently misrouted on return and sent back to the dispatching country (France) where the cover was backstamped 16 Feb 1972 PARIS
AVIATION-ETRANGER (foreign airmail) return-dispatch with red manuscript arrow pointing to "Israel" in the return address. Slit open at top.
Kibble observes that less than 30 covers are known stamped with the IV-A instructional marking (between 1970-1975) and only 1 known to him
stamped with type IV-B (1975); here now is a 3rd type of this series never seen before. Israel and Upper Volta had diplomatic relations
between 1961 and 1973 when in the wake of the Yom Kippur War the latter severed relations with Israel.
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LOT# A11_1153

STARTING PRICE : $200

Lebanese postal boycott of Israel: 25 SEPT 1973 postmarked airmail cover sent from MELBOURNE to HAIFA, franked 30c & tied by local
machine slogan cancel. This cover was part of a bag of mail to Israel assembled at this time and misrouted to Lebanon: here,
backstamped 28 SEPT 1973 BEIRUT arrival whereupon tied on the front by bi-lingual Arabic/French "Pas de relations avec Ysrael" instructional
marking (Kibble type IV-a) in magenta; returned to sender and re-sent without additional postage required, per UPU regulations, andbackstamped
28 NOV 1973 TEL AVIV transit-arrival (2 months after the original dispatch); slit open at top.
Mail of this misrouted consignment is the only type known to Kibble to have received the IM handstamp marking in magenta; less than 30 covers in
total are known with this marking (between 1970-1975). Rare here with legible Beirut backstamp.

LOT# A11_1154

STARTING PRICE : $120

Israeli "No Service" marking (Kibble Type T-VIII) tied to 10 Jan 2000 postmarked air mail cover sent from JERUSALEM to
PAKISTAN, franked 2.30nis per the period "Zone 2" base airmail postage rate - but as the two countries don't have postal relations
the onward transmission of the cover was stopped & the cover returned to sender (manuscript arrow on back). Likely posted by a
foreign worker in the agricultural or elderly-care sectors. Slit open at bottom; a scarce example of genuinely mailed
contemporary "no service" mail.
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Worldwide Postal History
LOT# A11_1155

STARTING PRICE : $100

2 May 1915 very early use of the square British army censor mark (CM2) in the postal service of the 'Force in Egypt' , here #2288
(Daniel unassigned) tied 1x on front & 1x on back to an On His Majesty's Service (OHMS) postal stationary cover endorsed On Active Service (OAS)
& serving as postage-free army mail, postmarked 2 May 1915 from BAPO Z (ALEXANDRIA) using Proud D1 postmark & sent to BIRMINGHAM; officer
endorsed on bottom left. These square CM2 type censor marks were generally used on the Western Front (i.e. the British Expeditionary Force); per
Proud from May 1915 these were used in the Middle East & Egypt - but no earliest known date is recorded; here this may be the 1st date of use.

LOT# A11_1156

STARTING PRICE : $160

Unusual stampless British civilian WWI mail from Egypt: 20 AUG 1915 postmarked color picture postcard (Cairo Citadel) sent from CAIRO to
Reverend at STURMINSTER NEWTON (Dorset); bearing no military unit cachets or "on active duty" endorsement & uncensored, simply endorsed
"postage free" by the sender & mailed at the Egyptian civilian post office CAIRO-B unfranked and without sanction. At this time, prior to the
establishment of the British army's Egyptian Expeditionary Force in March 1916, Firebrace observes that instances of unpaid and short paid mail
was sent through the posts to the UK and sometime untaxed for postage dues on arrival - as here.
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LOT# A11_1157

STARTING PRICE : $500

Free registered official mail used by the Army: stampless WWI British 'Force in Egypt' era On His Majesty's Service
imprinted official envelope serving as a registered cover, postmarked 9 Feb 1916 from Field Post Office FPO D.54 (54th East
Anglian Division Headquarters at Mena Camp CAIRO) & sent to Anglo-Egyptian Bank in ALEXANDRIA; blue crayon manuscript
endorsed "Official Army Matter" at right + manuscript endorsed "REGISTERED" with 'cross' mark + tied by registry label; tied by
2x strikes of the double ring postmark Proud D2 on front + 2x on back & tied by 3x strikes of the square censor mark CM2 #2849
(possibly 12/1st East Anglian Field Ambulance) - here in a rare period of usage as shortly transferred to East Africa; backstamped
next day Base Army Post Office BAPO Z (ALEXANDRIA) transit + same day ALEXANDRIA R.B (registry bureau?)civilian post office
transit + another different Egyptian civilian post office marking (partyly unclear); slit open at top & left, partly torn along fold line
in center, complete. A rare instance of postage free registered official mail used by the British Army + rare CM2 type
censor marks. The 'Force in Egypt' because the Egyptian Expeditionary Force on 20 March 1916.
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LOT# A11_1158

STARTING PRICE : $160

Franked WWI army mail via British 'Force in Egypt': 8 March 1916 postmarked cover sent from soldier in the 42nd East Lancashire Division to CAIRO, franked 5
mils per the period inland letter rate using an Egyptian stamp & tied by 2x strikes of the D.42 double ring postmark (3 Section at Suez Canal) + triangular censor mark
#3359 (1/9th Manchester Battalion Regiment) & officer signature endorsed;backstamped Army Post Office transit (SZ number unclear but likely SZ10 at CAIRO) &frontstamped same day arrival at CAIRO C civilian post office; slit open at top with tear, complete. This is a late period Force in Egypt cover: from 20 March all British
forces in Egypt ('Force in Egypt' & 'Middle East Force') became the Egyptian Expeditionary Force (EEF) and were entitled to free postage on mail via the Army postal
service; prior to this as in this case, only mail sent via the Egyptian civilian post office was free for soldiers - here as sent ironically via the Army postal service, the cover's
postage had to be paid.

LOT# A11_1159

STARTING PRICE : $300

Unusual - WWI British Egyptian Expeditionary Force stampless On Active Service (OAS) Honor envelope cover addressed to SOUTHAMPTON, sent through the
Egyptian civilian post office (rather than the Army postal service as normally done with this type of envelope), postmarked 26 May 1916 from CAIRO K & tied by
triangular censor mark #3582 (Daniel assigned to British Barracks in CAIRO); front-stamped next day ABBASSIA transit (8pm) & backstamped same day CAIRO A 9pm
transit-dispatch; front-stamped 16 May SOUTHAMPTON arrival & locally re-routed to WESTBOURNE - apparently a very slow transit as docketed in mansucript on the
back "arrived July 25th"; torn open at top, pieces missing but affecting essense of the cover. Well documented & unusual handling for Honor envelope.
Prior to the establishment of the EEF on 20 March 1916, its predecessor, the 'Force in Egypt' could send mail postage free through the Egyptian civilian post provided it
was endorsed by an officer - here an unusual instance of an Honor envelope sent in the EEF period through the civilian post.
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LOT# A11_1160

STARTING PRICE : $160

Re-routed British Egyptian Expeditionary Force WWI military mail: 14 June 1916 postmarked stampless On Active Service (OAS) endorsed
& officer signed cover, sent from Army Post Office APO SZ 25 (SUEZ CANAL) to LONDON & tied by single strike of 2-dateline Proud-D1 state 1
postmark (on 4th day of use) + triangular censor mark #3402 (East Kent Yeomany); machine front-stamped 26 June LONDON transit-arrival - but
the addressee (officer) was apparently in field service at that time & the cover was re-routed to the 14th Corps of the British Expeditionary Force in
France. A rare instance of mail sent between two active fronts.

LOT# A11_1161

STARTING PRICE : $200

The octogonal British army censor mark CM7 in WWI use with the Egyptian Expeditionary Force , numbered #836 (Daniel unassigned) &
tied to 16 Nov 1918 postmarked 2 pence 2d embossed franked KGV Registered Letter postal stationary cover, sent from Base Army Post Office
BAPO K (KANTARA) to bank in CAIRO; tied by 2x strikes of the 2-dateline postmark,backstamped 17 Nov. CAIRO R civilian post office transit &
front-stamped 18 Nov. Army Post Office APO SZ10 (CAIRO) transit-arrival - unusual routing via civilian post office to military PO for a
civilian destination; slit open at right. The CM7 type censor mark is rare on WWI EEF army mail, with little documentation of the units; Daniels
suggests that these censors were used by front-line combat units whereas the ubiquitous triangular types CM3 were used by supporting units.
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LOT# A11_1162

STARTING PRICE : $160

British Egyptian Expeditionary Force WWI era military mail: 24 March 1919 postmarked stampless civilian cover sent by
rifle brigade soldier on leave / in transit (endorsed on back "Soldier Letter at sea") from Army Post Office APO SZ 22 (PORT SAID
Harbour office) to HASTINGS UK & tied by single strike of 2-datelined skeleton postmark (Proud D2); the sender was eligible for the
free postal concession for mail to the UK but as transiting on a ship apparently unaware of this & endorsed the cover "no stamps
available"; opened roughly at top, complete. The free postal concession in Egypt ended in Sept. 1920; uncensored.

LOT# A11_1163

STARTING PRICE : $160

Iran-Germany Baghdad overland mail - end of surcharge era: 18 JAN 1934 postmarked commercial cover sent from ABADAN to company in HAMBURG, endorsed "
Overland Mail" & franked 24ch + 30di (roughly 25ch in total) & tied by single strike of the local postmark; backstamped next day departure & 25 JAN DAMASCUS transit.
Lacking Palestine transit marks such as at Jerusalem the cover may have been sent via Turkey to Germany. Cut open at left.
The Persian surcharge for mail carried via Baghdad overland ended around March 1934: partial research shows rates of 30ch as the base letter rate & 3ch as the base
overland surcharge for the period of April 1932 to April 1934; 15ch as the base letter rate + no overland surcharge from March-April 1934; and variously 18-20ch + 2ch
in the period of 1931-1932. In light of the fragmentary data and the two sets of postage stamps used, the postage paid is likely 24ch for the base letter rate and 30di as
just under 1ch for the overland surcharge which was abolished shortly thereafter.
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LOT# A11_1164

STARTING PRICE : $160

Spanish Civil War airmail: 25 Jan 1937 postmarked air mail cover sent from PALMA DE MALLORCA (Balearic Islands) to BRESLAU (Wroclaw)
Germany, franked 1.25 pesetas + 10c Nationalist local issue Pro-Paro adhesive tax stamp (vertically misperforated at left-center) & tied by 3x
strikes of the local postmark; routing endorsed "by air to Rome" in Spanish (manuscript) & French (red typewriting at base); slit open & resealed at
base by the censor + tied by CENSURADA censor handstamp on front; backstamped 1 Feb ROME transit; slit open at top.
The Pro-Paro tax stamp was one of many types issued in locales within Nationalist control during the civil war to help support social needs as a
result of the war, enacted by decree of 14 August 1936; these stamps were applied to virtually every type of transaction, and here in PALMA their
proceeds helped pay for the contruction of a new large post office on Avenida Jose Astenio. Here the correspondents, especially the addressee, may
be Jewish.

LOT# A11_1165

STARTING PRICE : $500

1939 German occupation of Czechoslovakia - mixed franking: 16 March 1939 postmarked picture postcard (Prague - Jewish Town Hall
Hebrew clock) sent from PRAGUE to BERLIN, franked 1.20Kr with Czechoslovakian postage stamps & 6pf with German franking presumably for
the period 1.50Kr international postcard rate & tied by machine cancel of PRAGUE-25 post office. Of historical significance: the day before, on 15
March, Germany occupied the remains of Czechoslovakia (after Sudentenland had been ceded to Germany in Oct. 1938); here the sender wrote a
message in regards to the new 'Protectorate' established by Germany in the newly occupied territory called Bohemia-Moravia, and referenced
letters on the Hebrew clock. As of 15 March the Czechoslovakian postal service came under the control of Germany - here unusual mixed
franking postage sent through the mails.
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